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Major Democratic Bally At
Mayfield This Saturday
A Jackson Purchase political
rally for the campaign of Edward
T. (Ned) Breathitt and Harry Lee
Waterfield will be held Saturday
afternoon at the Graves County
Courthouse in Mayfield.
Billed as a major rally for the
Democratic nominees for governor
and lieutenant governor, the event
is scheduled for 2 p. m.
Both Breathitt and Waterfield
will speak.
At 11 a. m., Waterfield will
speak at the Lyon County Courthouse in New Eddyville and then
, go to Mayfield. After the Mayfield
rally, he will go to Franklin for a
night speaking.
Breathitt will arrive from Louisville shortly before the Purchase
rally. He will speak in Morganfield Saturday ni,ght and then
spend Sunday with his family in
Hopkinsville.
A Fulton County motorcade will
leave from Lake Street in Fulton

Saturday, October 19, for the
Jackson Purchase democratic rally
in Mayfield that afternoon.
Sheriff Joe Campbell, Fulton
County campaign chairman, said
cars will leave in the motorcade
at 12:45 p. m. and will join cars
from Hickman County at the intersection of Highways 307 and 58
at Fulgham.
Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt and
Harry Lee Waterfield, democratic
nominees for governor and lieutenant governor, will speak at the
2 p. m. rally at the Graves County courthouse.
Democrats from several West
Kentucky counties are expected at
the rally. The Mayfield High
School band will entertain.
Sheriff Campbell noted that
both Breathitt and Waterfield are
from the First Congressional District. "We have an opportunity to
show our appreciation by turning
out a large number of Fulton
Countians for this rally," he said.
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Judge Miller, who is in much
demand as a speaker for any
gathering has been busy on the
campaign trail in the interest of
the candidacies of Edward T.
"Ned" Breathitt for Governor and
Harry Lee Waterfield, for lieutenant-governor and the-entire Democratic party slate. Mr. Waterfield
is a native Callaway Countian.
"It is less than three weeks before the general election in November," Judge Miller _told the
News Wednesday and a show of
strength is vital in order to give
the Democratic party the majority
it needs from the First District."
Judge Miller also said West
Kentuckians have an opportunity

Jottings
From

Jo's
Notebook
Mae Byars, the inimitable telephone operator at the Dukedom
Telephone Exchange has had a
running streak of hard luck lately.
Illness, the impending closing of
her beloved private telephone
company and the recent, tragic
death of her husband is more than
enough for any human being to
take. But knowing Mae as all of
us do, we know that She is being
brave and understanding.
She is also one of the most
grateful people we've ever met for
the many favors and kindnesses
that have been shown to her in
her difficult times. To all the
many people who have sent cards,
letters, food and floral offerings
during her sad times she is sincerely grateful. And to the doctors and nurses, ministers and
helpful people everywhere she
sends a sincere expression of
gratitude. She seems so humble
for the kindnesses shown to her.
Yes, while Mae expresses her
appreciation for everything done
for her, there are many people
who are realizing what Mae has
meant to them to make their lives
happier and more comfortable. It
would be an impossible task to
enumerate the things that Mae
has done for people. There is hardly a family, a church, a community, a business in the Dukedom
area that has not, at some time
during Mae's long and faithful
service benefitted by her kindness
and thoughtfulness.

next month to elect West Kentuckians as governor, lieutenant
governor, state superintendent of
Public Instruction and state treasurer. "How can you beat that
package?" he queried.
"I hope you will take advantage of your opportunity," he said.
The meeting will be held in the
large assembly room of the Fulton City Hall at 7:30 p. m.

Fulton Faculty
Members Plan
Education Week
A special committee of the Fulton City Faculty interested in
education has been named to plan
the annual American Education
Week observance in Fulton.
Heading the committee is Mrs.
Fred Bondurant. Committee members are: Mrs. Hugh Jackson, Mrs.
Elmer Hixon and Mr. Bobby
Snider.
Sponsored by the National Education Association, The American
Legion, National Congress of Parents and Teachers and the U. S.
Office of Education, American
Education Week is designed to
spotlight what the schools are doing and to remind citizens that
good schools are their responsibility, too.
Nationwide, some 30 million
parents are expected to visit their
schools during the week of November 10-16.

Southern Bell Pays
$13,198 County Tax
Southern Bell is one of Fulton
County's largest tax payers. This
fact was brought to light today
when Jim Champion, local Bell
manager delivered a $13,198.91
check to Sheriff Joe Campbell.
This is part of the estimated $4,250,000 tax bill Southern Bell will
pay the State of Kentucky. This
does not include state sales tax
collected by Bell for the state nor
the 10% Federal excise tax still
on telephone service.
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Mayors Ask For Clean-up Spree;
Talent Winners To Mid-South Fair
artists. The
inimitable "Mr.
Rivers" of "Stars In My Crown,"
will emcee an extravaganza that
will spotlight every kind of talent
from a twist to a chorus. The Banan-a-rama begins around five
o'clock in the evening with a
Mardi Gras spectacle, when spectators are asked to come masked
and in costumes. Prizes for this
AND TED MACK, TOO!
At press time on Wednesday
the News learned that final
plans had been made to have
the winner of the Banan-a-rama
event on Wednesday, November
6, leave immediately after the
show to go to Chicago to have
a personal audition for the Ted
Mack Tekvision show.

Judge Miller To Speak
For Democrats Oct. 22
Calloway County Judge Bob Miller, a forceful and
dynamic speaker, will address Fulton and Hickman
County Democrats at a large meeting planned for Tuesday, October 22, Joe Campbell Fulton County Democratic campaign chairman announced today.
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event total in the neighborhood of
$1000, with awards to be given for
every kind of talent, costume and
performance. A banana eating
contest will be held in connection
with this event.
Harlo McCall, director of the
youth talent show for the MidSouth Fair, notified festival officials Tuesday that winners of
the festival show will be invited
to participate in the youth show
next year at the fair.
Prizes totalling approximately
$5000 will be awarded for all
events during the six-day celebration.
November 7, Billy Edd Wheeler will join other performers in
* * * *
BANANA BUTTONS ON SALE
Banana Festival buttons and
YUMMY IT'S GOING TO BE GOOD . . . That's what Mrs. Hendon Wright (second from right) says as she gets a taste of the ingredients souvenirs are now on sale at the
that will go into the world's largest banana pudding to be baked for the International Banana Festival. The six-day event will be held from City National Bank, Fulton Bank.
Derby Cafe, Park Terrace RestauNovember 4 through 9. Others in the photo are left go right: W. P. Bu rnette, Mrs. Nathan Wade, Mrs. Robert Rudolph. Mrs. Wright and Mrs. rant, Fulton News Stand, ChamGeorge Brock.
ber of Commerce and Dewey
Johnson's insurance office. They
P-R-O-C-L-A-M-A-T-I-O-N
-When Donna Axum, Miss Americal'of 1964 arrives will be sold on the streets on Saturdays by young people.

k

WHEREAS, the twin cities of Fulton, Kentucky,
and South Fulton, Tennessee, have united to form the
Twin Cities Banana Festival, Inc., and
WHEREAS,the Banana Festival to be sponsored by
the aforesaid organization has as its purpose the promotion of said cities, and
WHEREAS, it is anticipated that said festival will
attract many visitors to the twin cities, and
WHEREAS, it is the desire of both cities that they
be displayed so as to create the most favorable impression for these visitors and their own inhabitants, and
WHEREAS, in order to create the desired impression and to present the twin cities as an atractive, enterprizing and prosperous community, the twin cities have
provided attractive and adequate street lighting in partial fulfillment of these goals, and
WHEREAS, in order to further fulfill the above
enumerated ends, it is necessary that many store building fronts be repaired and painted,
Now therefore, we the undersigned. Mayors of Fulton, Kentucky, and South Fulton, Tennessee, do hereby
proclaim the period October 21 through November 1,
1963 as Store Building Front Painting Time and we do
hereby urge that during this period all owners, tenants
and all others who have control or management of commercial type buildings make a special effort to paint and
improve the appearance of said buildings.
Dated this 16 day of October, 1963.
Gilbert DeMyer, Mayor, City of Fulton, Kentucky.
Milton Counce, Mayor, City of South Fulton, Tenn.

Brady Family Has
Louisville Reunion

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brady, Mrs.
Reginald Williamson and Brady
returned Sunday from a week
end visit in Louisville with Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Taylor, who
have recently moved to Louisville
from Darien, Conn.
Mrs. Taylor is the Bradys daughter. Tom Brady of Jefferson
County and Lynn Williamson, student
at the University of KenSo it's time now to hand out
flowers for the living. Today, in tucky, joined them in Louisville.
cooperation with Radio Station
WFUL we are starting a Mae By- RUMMAGE SALE OCT. is-19
ars fund to let her know that she
The Fulton Lions Club rumis tops in our "Personal Hall of mage sale will be Friday and
Fame."
Saturday, October 18 and 19 in
the Cook Building, next door to
Already T.7:-. and Mrs. Noble Killebrew's Flower Shop.
Jenkins have contributed $10.00.
Mrs. Horace Henderson and Mr. BEETHOVEN CLUB TO MEET
and Mrs. David Copeland have
The Beethovan Club will hold
contributed $1.00 each. If you want its first meeting of the year on HOMECOMING QUEEN: Sally Pirtle, FHS Junior. was crowned at
to say "thank you to Mae," why Monday, October 21, at 3:15 p. m. Homecoming last Friday nite. Here she is greeted by star gridders
not Send either the News or WFUL at the Woman's Club. All music
Terry Beadles (left)1 and Duane McAlister.
your contribution and we'll send it students in the Twin Cities area
Photo Courtesy Gardner's Studio.
on to her.
are urged to be present.

in the twin cities of Fulton, Ky. - Tenn. for the first International Banana Festival she will be greeted by the
largest array of beauty queens ever assembed for a single
event. With the announcement today by Nathan
Wade, president of the Banana Festival Committee that
a reigning beauty queen from Central America will ride
in the giant parade on November, 9, Miss America's
"court" now reads like "Who's Who of American Beauties."
Invitations to appear at the
various Banana Festival events
have been accepted from the
American Dairy Princess, the Kentucky and Tennessee Dairy Princesses, the Kentucky Tobacco
Princess, Miss Kentucky of 1964,
Miss Tennessee of 1964, the fourth
runner-up in the Miss Universe
contest Miss Rhea Looney of Denver, Colo. A beauty queen of
Memphis, Tenn. will ride on the
float of the Memphis Chamber of
Commerce. Beauty queens from
the various cities in the Fulton-

South Fulton area are expected to
ride on the floats of their respective cities.
But beauty is not all the glamour attached to the Banana Festival that will be held in the
twin cities from November 4
through November 9. A Banan-arama, the first talent show of its
kind ever held in America, scheduled for Wednesday, November
6, will feature Billy Edd Wheeler,
famous song-writer and drama
star as well as other well known

Local Motel Owner Gives
Vital Bank Robbery Clue
The keen observation of a Fulton Motel_ operator
was the connecting link in the chain of investigation
that brought about the arrest of two former convicts
for staging a bold, daylight robbery on the Citizen's
Bank of Water Valley on Monday. Earl Lohaus, owner
of the Kingsway Motel gave Sheriff Dick Castleman of
Mayfield and State Detective C. D. Henry the clue that
resulted in the apprehension of Herbert C. Hurt, Jr. of
Paducah and Albert C. Taylor of Nashville for robbing
the nearly 60-year old bank located on the edge of Graves
County near Fulton.
Sheriff Castleman told the News
on Wednesday that when routir2
checks were made of the Fulton
motels for any clues ccncerning
the robbery, Mr. Lohaus told them
that on Sunday evening three
men came to his motel to spend
the night. Only one of the men
signed the register for himself and
his two companions, Castleman
said. The man who signed the
register did not give the license
number of the car as required on
the registration blank. Becoming
auspicious Mr. Lohaus went out
later and got the license plate of
the 1952 Cadillac in the possession
of the trio.
It was this information that lled
State and County police to be on
the look-out for this make and
model of car in connection with

the robbery.
And it was another alert motel
employee that lead to the arrest
Ttiesday of the two men being
held in the Graves County Jail.
Sheriff Castleman said that a janitor at the Holiday Inn Motel in
Paducah noticed two men trying
to remove the license plate from
a Cadillac automobile. Becoming
suspicious, he called the Paducah
police who followed the pair.
Taylor, according to Paducah
Chief of Police Paul Holland, was
seized at 5 a. m. Tuesday when officers saw him tampering with a
car on a used car lot at 13th &
Broadway.
Chief Holland said Taylor had
$2100 in his pockets at the time of
(Continued on page ricetve)

a giant Hootenanny to be held at
the South Fulton High School
gymnasium. Festival officials report that if the number of per(Continued on page Twetvey

Woman's Club
Musicians Hear
Young Artists
Mrs. Steve Wiley was in charge
of the program at the meeting of
the Music Department of the Ful•
ton Woman's Club on October 14.
Her program was on "Living
American Composers" and the
following numbers were given:
Braziliana, for two pianos, by
June Webright - Pggy Reams and
Laura Hefley;
Songs by John Jacob Niles,
"Never Was A Child So Lovely"
and "Black Is The Color Of My
True Love's Hair" - Mrs. Frank
Welch. Mrs. Lonnie Roper and
Mrs. Win Whitnel;
"Rush Hour In Kong Kong" by
Abraham Chasins, a piano solo Jane Edwards: "Enchantment" by Olive Dungan, two pianos - Mrs. Walter
Voelpel and Mrs. Leonora Bushart.
Prior to the program a potluck dinner was serv'ed and a business meeting was conducted by
the president, Mrs. S. M. DeMyer.
Sixteen members and five visitors were present. The visitors
were Mrs. D. M. Clardy of Hopkinsville, Mrs. Leslie Nugent,
Misses Jane Edwards, Laura Hefley and Peggy Reams.

Counce Re-Elected
To Seventh Term
Milton Counce was elected mayor of South Fulton for the seventh
consecutive two-year term in the
city election held on October 15.
The following councilmen were
also 'elected: Harold Henderson,
Jr.. John Bland, Arthur Matheny,
R. D. Matthews, Rex Ruddle and
B. B. Jones.
NEW ART SUPPLIED
Wasnington. — On request to
the United Statics Information
Agency, foreign newspapers that
lack engraving facilities are supplied with graphic features. Last
year U. S. I. A. furnished 193,486
such illustrations, telling Americas stOry.

If The Editors Had Time To Edit And Write
They'd Remind You This Is Newspaper Week

STRICTLY BUSINESS

I, bY Mchatten

Dana; Hancock Road
New Year Book Staff

All Senior Boys
Attention

"From the FHS Kennel"

"From the FHS Hetuter

held here from November fourth
through the ninth.
See how this fits on your embroidery hoop. . . The first call of the
day came from Democratic Headquarters appointing us to do a task for the
coming campaign... we accepted because we wanted to. . . then came
calls, discussions, visits and meetings
on such varied subjects as a fundraising drive for triplets . . . an appreciation token for a soon-to-retire
public employee-. .. how to feed dignitaries on their day at the festival
. . . when Miss America should rest
. . . a job for a political worker . . . a
speaking for the Democratic party
. .. the lighting system for next year's
"Stars In My Crown," . . . early call
for a March of Dimes campaign director for next year . . . an indigent
school child needs glasses . . . a "live"
broadcast from Water Valley where
the bank was robbed . . . a church society meeting . . . it makes us weary
to think of anything else, but there
was more, much more.
Actually a person came right into the News Office and wanted to give
us some advertising to be run in a
newspaper by the above name. The
idea of having anything to do with
actual editing a newspaper so startled
us we almost sent him over to the
other newspaper.
But that's the way the cookie
crumbles . . . just like editors crumble
after so long a time.
So during the week designated
to focus attention on newspaper publishing think not of what your editor
can do for the community, but what
the community can do for the editor
when the slow walking and the soft
music begins.
Have a HAPPY BE KIND TO
YOUR NEWSP APER EDITOR
WEEK.

Ever Stop To Think What A Tiny Gum Wrapper
Bottles, Cigarette Wrappers Cost You Yearly?
Do you know how much it costs
Ihe United States annually to clean
Utter from its major highways? Well,
;he answer is pretty shocking—It
costs the United States, or rather
you, more than $50,000,000 every
year.
Here's another shocker. It costs
Kentuckians more than $500,000 annually to keep just her highways free
of litter.
We don't mean to go into competition with "Cappy Dick," but there
are a few suggestions I'd like to pass
along that might help cut that $50,000,000 to a smaller figure.
Those litter bags can really help.
They can be made in many ways:
from a pair of cut-up blue jeans, sewn

together at the bottom with a rope
through the loops for a holder; or you
may use an old grocery bag; a tissue
box; a small clothes basket; or even
an old gym sock (large size, of course).
Have you ever stopped to think
that the tiny gum wrapper, that empty
cigarette package, or that coke bottle
you fling into space from the car window - multiplied about a million
times - could just about cover Kentucky's highways and byways beauty
until it is non-existent? Other than
the litter bag as a help to keeping
Kentucky's highways clean, try this;
every time you reach for the window
handle, roll it down, and start to pitch
with all your might—stop, and remember, you will be the one that will
eventually suffer.

A Public Expression of Thanks Should Be Due
The metropolitan press, on occasion, amazes us with their slant on
life.
Take the current case of Joseph
Valachi, former gangster in top crime
circles who is currently telling a Senate Committee and a nation-wide TV
audience of his criminal connections
through the past 40 years.
We agree with Attorney-General
Kennedy, who said in a TV interview
last week that Valachi's testimony
may not add much to what the FBI
and metropolitan police already know
about Cosa Nostra and organized
crime in the United States, but the
public revelation of this knowledge is
a real shocker to the man on the
street. and is calculated to goad public
sentiment into enactment of tighter
control against crime and criminals.
In other words, Valachi, at the
very evident risk of his life, is aiding
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law enforcement agencies as they
seek to do a better job. That fact
should be quite evident to anyone
who has watched the proceedings on
TV and judged for themselves.
In one metropolitan paper last
week was a picture of Valachi in
which he was labeled as a "stool
pigeon," another described him as a
"traitor", and another labeling him
as one who "sings loud and clear—
breaking his blood oath of silence".
All of these things are true, of
course, depending on what side you
are viewing the case. Personally, we
would prefer to label him as probably
"the greatest help law enforcement
agencies have had in years". Instead
of taking a whole article to talk about
whether or not he is "a dirty liar" as
another paper did, we would prefer
to use the space talking about "what
loopholes in organized crime need to
be plugged to stamp it out".
Why turn around and kick the
guy who has probably signed his life
away seeking to do all of us a big
favor?
Children have more need of
models than of critics.
—Joseph Joubert

stepping out a minute, Mr. Pottleby
.—. it's nersonal!"
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Turning Back The Clock Meng THE FILES:-October 15, 1943
McFall Boaz, son of Water Boaz
of this city, has been promoted
from Lieutenant Commander to
Commander in the U. S. Navy.
The new officers of the YMBC
were installed at a dinner meeting October 12 in the recreation
rooms over the Orpheum Theater.
They are: P. H. Shelton, president;
Paul James, vice president; Wilburn Holloway, secretary; Bertes
Pigue, treasurer; Rollie Peargin,
sergeant-at-arms; Horace Haskell,
Roy Greer and Maurice Ferrell,
directors.
Lieut. Leonard Sanofsky, former
manager of the Dotty Shop here,
is spending a short furlough in
Fulton with friends and relatives.
Miss Lois Jean Hindman, daughter of Mrs. Lois Haws and a
student at Ward-Belmont, narrowly escaped serious injury October
11 in a freck accident in radio
station WSM in Nas ville. She had
tion to give
just gone into the
had started
a vocal number a
her song when a nlitary policeman on a nearby street fired one
shot at a fleeing soldier, the bullet was deflected into the studio
and grazed the singer on the
shoulder, but did not enter the
flesh to any extent. Miss Hindman
finished her song and then was
examined.
The home of John C. Browder
on the Hickman Highway was
completely destroyed by fire Monday night, October 11.
John Austin, who is leaving
October 16 for the army, was host
to a dinner party on October 7 at

the Coffee Shop. 'After the party
the guests attended the dance at
the Elks Club.
Mrs. Livingston Read of Toledo,
Ohio, Mrs. Russ Anderson and
Mrs. William McDade were visitors at the Thursday afternoon
club in the home of Mrs. Vernon
Owen an October 14. At the conclusion of the bridge games high
score went to Mrs. Maxwell McDade for members and to Mrs.
Read for visitors.

This publication was prepared for
school and local newspapers in
order to bring the Navy's college training program to the attention of all eligible young men
and their parents.
Applications are now available
for the Navy's eighteenth annual
NROTC qualification test, according to Mrs. Allen (counselor) at
the Fulton High School. The nationwide examination will be given December 14, 1963, and all
eligible male high school seniors
and graduates may apply.
On the basis of this test, personal interviews, physical examinations, and other factors, Mrs.
Allen explained, over 2000 young
men will be given college educations as midshipmen in NROTC
units in 52 well-known colleges
and universities throughout the
country.
Registrations for the test will
close Novemb r fl. Informational
bulletins ind applications are
available from Mrs. Allen or the
nearest U. S. Navy Recruiting Station.
A successful applicant receives
financial aid for four years of college. This includes tuition, books,
uniforms, miscellaneous expenses,
and a $50.00 per month retainer
fee. After successfully completing college degree requirements
and naval science training, NROTC
midshipmen become commissioned
officers in the U. S. Navy or Marine Corps.
During their training, Regular
NROTC midshipmen enjoy three
summer cruises with various naval
units, including visits to foreign
ports. These cruises help them
learn more about the variety of
interesting and challenging opportunities available to them as

naval officers.
Male citizens of the United
States who will be over 17 but not
Yet 21 on June 30, 1964, and who
are now high school seniors or
graduates, are eligible to apply
for the December 14, 1963, NROTC
qualifying test. Those who attain
qualifying scores will be interviewed and given physical examinations next February.
JOIN THE BANANA BUNCH

Let's Go Fishing

SUNSET COURT
on Reelfoot Lake
One mile below Samburg
Motor Boats
$3.00
Outboard & paddle .... $1.00
Baits and guides

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hubert
Melton announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Martha Louise, to Dr.
R. V. Putnam. The wedding will
be solemnized on the afternoon of
November 13 at five o'clock in the
First Baptist Church.
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Meet these
new friends of
the housewife

Of interest here is the announcement of Miss Christine Melvin of
Fulton to Billy Dale McManis of
the U. S. Navy, and Miss Evelyn
McManis of Dyersburg to Patrick
E. Kirk of Detroit, which was a
double ceremony in Caruthersville, Mo., on October 2.
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1. GP18s—Trainloads

of items dear to
housewives move faster and more economically behind these locomotives.

Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Casey of
Mayfield, formerly of Pilot Oak,
announce the marriage of their
daughter,.Dorothy, of Detroit, to
Sgt. L. T. Williams of Camp Gordon, Ga., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hamp Williams of Paris, Tenn.
The wedding took place on October 1 in Detroit.

2. Jumbo covered hopper cars—

The Thursday night supper club
was entertained on October 14 by
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Williams in
their home in Fair Heights. At
bridge, Mrs. Marry Murphy was
high scorer for the ladies and
Leon Browder for the men.

There's new economy in moving 100-ton
bulk loads in these cars.
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This is National Newspaper Week
. . we think!
It is a time of the year when edilors cloister themselves in ivory towns and ponitificate on such lofty subjects as freedom of the press, the public's right to know, and the role of a
newspaper in the community.
Don't get us wrong! We think
guch important topics should be pontered and reflected upon even more
than once a year, .. . if the editor had
time to do such pondering and/or reflecting.
There is nothing an editor loves
to do more than sit at a typewriter
and peck out solutions to problems of
the world. As a matter of fact, for
weeks now we have wanted to elaborate at great length on a running
controversy among some young people as to whether a newspaper can
print EVERTHING it wants to. It
takes time and research to do such a
"think piece". . . but who has time to
think these days, much less do research. It's not a matter of what the
editor wants to, but what he has to
print.
We're not complaining you understand. The confusion in which we
live is part of our job, and believe you
us, we've...gone all out in taking the
job seriously. If you don't think so,
drop in anytime to see... oh, no,don't
do that . . . wait until after the Banana Festival is over.
Monday, after a particularly hectic day, we went home, flopped down
in a chair and fell asleep on the way
to the cushion. After a real quick nap,
we awoke betimes to contemplate
what brought about such exhaustion.
We decid4id that it was the switch in
jumping from one project to another,
then having to go right back to the all
consuming activity of the moment,
the monstrous Banana Festival to be

Heading the annual staff as
editors of the annual this Year are
Curtis Hancock and Carol Dunn.
In the photography department
are Jane Warren and Tommy
Wade. Jane and Tommy will have
their job cut out for them. Two
fine athletes, Terry BeacUes and
Ward Bushart are in charge of the
sports section. Mary Virginia Page
and Ida Carol Noles will take care
of the business end of the Annual.
Managing the activities section
are Sally Hall. Cathy Campbell,
and Mary DeMyer. Lynne Hollaway, Freddie Wells, and Nancy
Latta are in charge of the snapshot pages.
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100 Years Ago This Week
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An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission

3. Cushion underframe insulated
box cars—Extra protection for freight

By JOE JORDAN

One hundred years ago this
12,701 in a new call which Presiweek, there was a renewed outdent Lincoln issued for a total of
burst of guerrilla raids in Ken: 300,000 more men to enter the miltucky, as if the outlaws wished to
itary service of the United States.
show their definance of a pro- /f enough voluntelers did not reclamation which Gov. Thomas E. ...wand to supply the number needBramlette had issued the previous ed, the announcement said, a draft
week declaring that they must be
Would be restored to on January
suppressed.
5, 1864, to make up the deficiency.
Large guerrilla bands visited
Twenty-six of Brig. Gen. John
such widely separated places as
Hunt Morgan's Confederate cavalColumbia, Greensburg, Bardstown
rymen escaped from a prisonerand Danville, and smaller groups of-war camp near Chicago, Camp
raided several smaller places. Wit- Douglas. It was discovered that,
nesses agreed that Union men and
starting in a barracks in which
Southern sympathizers were in- they were confined, they had dug
timidated and robbed impartially. a tunnel which passed under the
That was taken to mean that the fence and came to the surface outgiierrillas were not themselves on
side.
either side in the Civil War, but
Morgan himself and 67 of his
were simply criminals taking advantage of the disturbed times, officers were still held in the Ohio
state penitentiary at Columbus.
the absence of so many ableAs of the week under review,
bodied fighting men from every
Morgan
had been a prisoner for
community who were in the militwelve weeks; his second in comtary service of one side or the
mand, Col. Basil Duke, and others
other, and the inability of civilian
captured at Buffington Island had
law-enforcement agencies to cope
been prisoners thirteen wgeks, and
with large bodies of armed men.
all were becoming restive and desIt was significant that newsperate. As Duke would write later,
paper stories about e the raids
In
his "History of Morgan's Cavalusually mentioned that the victims
included both Union supporters ry" (published in 1867), the conand Confederate sympathizers. In finement seemed to affect Morgan
more seriously than it did anyone
each community, obviously, everyelse.
body knew which side everybody
else was for. It was generally be"When two or three months had
lieved that the guerrillas included
elapsed," Duke said, "General
deserters from both armies; since
Morgan's impatience of the galling
thleir allegiance had not been
confinement and perpetual espionstrong enough to keep them in the
age amounted almost to frenzy.
armies they had been in, there It was apparent to his fellow priwas nothing to keep them from
soners that he was chafing terricombining with former enemies to bly under the restraint." He auprey on the public.
thorized his officers to start on an
Kentucky's quota was set at escape plan that he had approved.
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Some years ago we ran a picture of a box car.
We labeled it "Housewife's friend" because it
brought women so many of the4
.daily needs.
This year there are many new friends. Better
friends, we believe. They not only deliver many
daily needs, they do it more economically, and
often more quickly. _
The three friendspictUred above are only a
few of our 1963 contributions to better transportation for you. All told, we will spend $32
million on these and other improvements before
year's end. We like to believe these improvements make life better for everyone who lives
along the Main Line of Mid-America.
WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
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Miss Phyllis Kelly Becomes Bride
Of David Hancock In Bowling Green
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Gladys Walker,
Hardy Sanders
Married Sunday

Miss Phyllis Dale Kelly, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Hatton Lannom, became the bride of Mr. David
Clemon Hancock, son of Mr. an,d Mrs. Nile Clemon Hancock of Russellville, Kentucky, in the Christ Episcopal
Church in Bowling Green, Kentucky, at 4 p. m. on October fifth. Rev. H. Howard Surface officiated at the
double ring ceremony, which was performed before an
altar backed with ferns and palms and flanked on each
side by seven-branched candelabra with arrangements
of snapdragons, mums and palms. James Gouvas served
as acolyte.
A program of nuptial music was
presented at the organ by Mrs.
0. A. Mattei.
Given in marriage by her father,
the bride wore a lovely gown of
pale ivory taffeta glace designed
with an oval neckline in Chantilly
lace appliques in a slightly deeper
tone. The model was fashioned
with long pointed sleeves and a
molded bodice coming to a V in
front. The skirt featured a shaped
silhouette in front, accented by
lace medallions near the hemline
and distinguished by full pleats in
back terminating into a sweeping
train. She wore a circular tiered
veil of silk illusion, caught to a
crown of matching lace and pearls.
Her bouquet was of white roses,
centered with a white orchid.
Miss Barbara Jean Kelly, sister
of the bride, who was graduated
from the University of Kentucky
in June, flew in from Miami, Florida, where she is presently teaching history in Norland Senior High
School, to serve as maid of honor.
Another sister, Judith Kelly, a
third year student at the University of Kentucky, was bridesmaid.
Little Miss Kaki Rogers of Little
Rock, Ark., cousin of the bride,
was flower girl and ring bearer
was Gary Hancock of Russellville,
nephew of the groom.

The bride's attendants were
attired in full-length models of
emerald green satin fashioned with
bateau necklines and brief sleeves.,
The slim skirts were accented by
layered panels of fullness in back,
enhanced by bows. They wore
Dior bow hats in matching color
and carried crescent bouquets of
talisman roses and eucalyptus.
The flower girl wore a pale ivory
taffeta full-length
dress with
emerald green sash and matching
head band. Her wrist corsage was
of talisman roses.
The mother of the bride chose
an afternoon-length dress of sapphire blue peau de soie, featuring
a portrait neckline and bracelet
Mrs. Nile Clemon Hancock
length sleeves. She wore matching
accessories and a small hat of blue couple left for a wedding trip to and Mrs. M. E. Shaw, Mr. and Mrs.
and emerald green petals. Her Sea Island, Georgia, after which James G. Shaw, Judge and Mrs.
they will make their home in John C. Bondurant of Hickman;
corsage was a white orchid.
The mother of the groom was Bowling Green.
Mrs. Horace Reams, aunt of the
A rehearsal party was given on bride, Miss Kelly Reams, Mrs.
attired in a Chantilly lace dress of
cocoa, with which she wore a lace Friday evening, October 4, by the Tommy Reams, Gaylon Varden, of
pillbox hat in a slightly deeper parents of the groom at the Holi- Fulton; Mrs. Howard Clayton
shade and a beige cyrnbidium day Inn in Bowling Green for Henderson of Union City; Mrs.
members of the wedding party and Malcolm K. Moore, formerly of
orchid.
The grandmother of the bride out of town guests.
Hickman, now of Nashville; Mr.
Among the out of town guests and Mrs. George Ford of Indiawas attired in a costume suit crf
mauve lace, featuring a jacket, were: Mrs. John Nathaniel Rogerr napolis; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Shaw
with which she wore matching maternal grandmother
of the of Memphis and Mr. and Mrs.
accessories. Her hat was of silk bride; Mrs. Wade Mobley, Mrs. T. Frank Rogers and family of Little
and autumn haze mink and she M. Major, Mrs. J. M. Calvin, Mr. Rock.
wore a white cymbidium orchid.
Mr. Hancock served his son as
Following the Wedding, a rebest man and ushers were Nile ception was held at Indian Hills
Kingings Hancock, brother of the Country Club. The bride's table
Questions And Answers For
groom, of Russellville, William was covered with a floor-length
Clark Gillespie of Franklin and satin cloth overlaid with net andRobert Exum Peal of Bowling caught at the corners with white
Green.
carnations. Arrangements of flowers were placed throughout the
room. A beautiful arrangement of
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
Q—Is age a barrier in serving peacetime service alone must have
white snapdragons, mtuns, pomCALLING COLLECT
as a volunteer worker at a VA been in a campaign or expedition
poms and palms adorned the table,
hospital?
for which a badge or service medal
along with the lovely tiered wed555 FITLTON, KY.
A—No. In fact, some of the out- is awarded to qualiiy for this fiveding cake and other appointments.
CHapol 7-1833
standing volunteers have been point preference. Veterans holding
Those assisting at the reception
the Purple Heart for combat
MAYFIELD. KY.
were Miss Ellen Kearby of Hick- men and women in their 70's and
wounds or who presently have
80's.
Such
elderly
folks
usually
man, who is presently teaching at
some
service-connected disability
plenty
have
of
time
their
on
hands
Henry Clay High School in Lexreceive an additional five points.
and
many
of
them,
through
trials
ington, Mrs. Nile Kingings Hancock of Russellville, Mrs. Howard of their own, have learned to be
B-A-BB-N 63
Clayton Henderson of Union City, sympathetic and understanding.
Miss Mimi Shepherd and Miss Then again, patients accept and '
look with affection upon the eldSTORAGE, INC.
Diane Stewart of Memphis.
Following the reception, the erly volunteers, maybe because
they are reminded of parents or
.41.
relatives. Ability and willingness
L. C. (DOC) ADAMS
serve are far more important
to
L Clmwmaksa`v•
'
than
age.
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For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton

TAKE YOUR PICK!

nTTLED IN BONI)

BOTH
NOW
4/5 QUART
$2.85
$1.45
PINT
1/2 PINT
$45.75 Case of Fifths

LE
N
OR
GOLD

SILVER LABEL

4

iLr&D 6YEAR OLD
BOND STRAIGHT
100 PROOF

90 PROOF

DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY OLENMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY LOUISVILLE•ow[Nseoto, ktrucer

Q—Is a veteran expected to retire when he reaches 65 whether
he would like to do so or not?
A—That would depend entirely
upon the veteran. Many people, because of health or other reasons,
plan to retire at 65; many others
are both capable and desirous of
remaining at their work for many
years to come. More and more
senior citizens are finding that
they have a definite role to play
in the modern world.
Q—I have read that elderly people in general will benefit from
the medical research programs
carried on by the VA. Isn't it true
taht only veterans can take advantage of VA medical and hospital
care?
A—Only veterans can directly
receive VA hospital or medical
care. But advances made in the
treatment of illness or disability
through VA research are phssed
on, like all research, to the world
and humanity in general is aided.
Q—I will retire soon but my
wife will be employed. Will her
income be considered in determining my entitlement to veteran's
pension?
A—Yes, your wife's income will
be considered under the law. The
first $1,200 of your wife's annual
income will be exempt but any
amount over $1,200 will be considered in addition to your own
income.
Q--Do veterans receive any preference in Federal government
employment?
A—Veterans of wartime service separated under honorable
conditions receive a five-point
preference when they apply for
Federal employment. Veterans of
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• PIERCE STATION

By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn

By Agatha Gayle Valelpel
The formal parlor of the First
Baptist Church provided a beautiful setting on Sunday afternoon,
the thirteenth of October, for the
wedding of Gladys Turner Walker
and Hardy Reynolds Sanders.
The Reverend Kenneth Duncan,
minister of the church, officiated,
using an impressive double ring
ceremony. The guest list was
limited to relatives and close
friends.
The Colonial mantel was decorated with a spreading arrange
ment of white crysanthemums and
gladiola arranged in a white and
gold container. Flanking the flowers were triple brass candelabra
holding tall white candles.
Preceding the exchanging of
the vows a program of nuptial
music was given by Mrs. L. C.
Logan, organist, and Norman
White, tenor soloist. The processional from Lohngrin, Wagner was
used. Following the pastoral prayer Mr. White sang the Barnby
Wedding Hymn,"0 Perfect Love."
The bride wore a handsome costume suit of jewel blue peau de
soie. The dress was designed with
a matching chiffon bodice with
satin binding on the close fitting
neckline and the brief shoulder
sleeves. The bell skirt was joined
to the bodice with a crushed cumberbund of the chiffon. Her formal
hat was of matching braid heavily
encrusted with matching blue irridescent sequins. The brief veil
was brow length. Her accessories
matched her dress and she had a
white orchid corsage.
Mrs. Preston Ford of Memphis,
Tennessee, was the matron cm! honor. She wore a costume suit of
light mauve brocade. The bodice
was of matching satin, which complemented the Chanel style brocade jacket. Her formal hat was
of mauve velvet flowers and graceful bows of velvet. Her accessories
were mauve. Her ccrrs.7ge was of
white carnations.
Frazier Murray served the
groom as best man.
Assisting at the reception were
Mrs. Robert Polsgrove, Miss Julie
Ann Green, Mrs. Wayne Ernison,
Mrs. Lester Kearney and Mrs.
Walter Voelpel. Following their
return from their southern wedding trip, Mr. and Mrs. Sanders
will be at home in Fulton.
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By Mrs. Charles Lowe

All of our sick folks are out of
the hospital except Miss Roberta
DeMyer, who is suffering from a
fall Friday. She is a patient in
Fulton Hospital. We hope she is
better soon.
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans is home
from the Fulton Hospital.
Little David Royce Greer is on
the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford of
Dyersburg visited relatives here
yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Adams of
Fulton were guests of Mrs. C. E
Lowe Sunday, also Mrs. Nelson
Tripp and Mrs. Clarence Moline ot
Fulton spent a while Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Mancil Roach visited her
sister, Mrs. , Walter Permenter,
Sunday, near Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Ragsdale
of Centralia, Ill. and daughter,
Mrs. Rony Pitt and family of Indianapolis, visited here awhile
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Holman of
Bedford, Va., visited his sister
Mary last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe lisft
Sunday morning for Irving, Texas
for a few days visit with their son,
Joe Royce and family.
Johnson Grove Church will be
host to the Beulah Baptist Association on Friday of this week.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
Rev. Tommy Perkins and several from the church had service
for those in the rest home in
Union City Sunday afternoon.
Miss Paula Long spent several
ATTENDING GRAND LODGE days of last week in McConnell
John T. Price and Dr. L. A. with her grandparents, Mr. and
Perry, representing Roberts Lodge Mrs. Paul Long, and Polly.
No. 172, are attending the 63rd
Mr. and Mrs. James Threlkeld
annual
communication of the of State Line were in Pierce SunGrand Lodge of Kentucky, F&AM, day afternoon, saying hello to old
October 15, 16 and 17 at Memorial friends.
Auditorium in Louisville.
The very unusually dry weather
appears to he a general topic for
conversation everywhere at this
time. Harvest is progressing very
rapidly in this locality.
J. T. Simpson remains in a very
critical condition at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Jones from
Louisville were Weekend visitors
with Mr. and Mrs. Durell Terrell.
Mrs. S. T. Bowlin, Mrs. Melba
Wash and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
attended the Tennessee Library
Trustees Institute in Nashville
last week. The theme of this meeting was "Trustees United for Progress." Most encouraging reports
of progress from all parts of the
state were heard.
Silas Jones has returned to the
hospital in Memphis for further
treatment, after being at home the
past few weeks. Best wishes from
his many friends are extended to
him. Let's remember him with
cards, etc.
Mrs. Will Reed is a patient at
the Fulton Hospital. Best wishes
for improvement are extended to
her from her many friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin Brundige, after attending service at Sandy Branch.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitver and
Debbie visited Mrs. Eula Rogers
and Darrel last week end.
The Chestnut Glade Club will
meet in the home of Mrs. Ben
Jones on Thursday, October 17.
Visitors are welcomed.
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ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOIL Y01711

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

208 MAIN STREET
IFULTON, SCNTUCKY
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stand between
you and a car?

LOW COST AUTO LOANS
$500 PER

$100

PER YEAR ON NEW MODELS
Get The Best Deal When You Finance
As Well As

SERVICE

The Best Deal When You Trade

$139.95, up

Up To 36 Months
To Pay On

WOOD & PRIM TV

New Models

City National Bank

TV SPECIALS
Lots of good used verb;
New Portables

"WE SERVICE ALL MAKER"
300 Walnut
Phone 211

Installment Loan Department
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Coming To The Festival!

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 17, 1963
We are in the market to fill your

PURCHASE ORDERS
We have a good and complete supply of

FRIDAY.& SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE!

THE SCREEN SOUNDS
ITS MIGHTIEST CALL

a24666
juiliwun

FERTILIZERS AND SEED
Including barley, oats, rye, wheat, vetch, crimson,
Kenland, Ladino and white clovers, grasses, etc.

4C4tt;Id Sons
MISS BARBARA HOUSLEY OF
ATHENS, TENNESSEE, who is the
reigning royalty in the dairy industry of her native state, will
also appear at the Banana Festival
and will ride on the Pure Milk
Company's float with the other
dairy royalty on November 9.

Says Kennedy
Out In Front
George Gallup, director of the
Institute of Public
American
Opinion, says Sen. Barry Goldwater gained on President Kennedy in the latest Gallup poll and
demonstrated his greatest "election potential" to date.
A copyright story by Gallup also
says Kennedy continues to hold a
wide lead over the conservative
Republican senator from Arizona.
The test run shows a 60-40 vote
split in Kennedy's favor, compared to 63-37 for Kennedy in last ,
month's poll.

IMMEMNIONMEMMOBIr
U BIOS
A MY PIP RAW .PNICOLOR.Parried h

Phone 202 - 602

East State Line

CO - FEATURE!

WINS
itignarnasaw
sse ag
aleMil
st,'," BMW)
RORYsG4LHOUN
WI'"4M BENDIX
STARTS SUNDAY

That new gidgeth
having a ball f
COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS
A JERRY BRESLER macros

...COTTON...
We are ginning machined picked and hand picked
cotton every day - buy any kind of seed cotton at
high prices - we pay more because we make a good
sample and get the best lint turnout we have had in
years - if you are losing from thirty to fifty poulids
of lint through,extra cleaning try our gin on one
bale and see how much more you make at the same
TEL. 364-2441
price - we will appreciate it.

ALBERT COSTEN
GOES

COTTON GIN.
DRESDEN, TENN.

Rol

Filmed in Sioectccular
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n the newly elected Dairy Princess of
THIS IS LOVELY PRINCESS JANE HARRISON of Farmingto
giant parade with Miss America on NoKentucky. She will reign over Festival activities and ride in the
cities.
vember 9 through the gaily decorated streets of the Win

NIP

County, new First District Dairy Princess,
DISTRICT DAIRY ROYALTY—Miss Joyce Binford of Hickman
District princess and also reigning State Dairy Prinis crowned by Miss Jane Harrison, last year's First
Monday night at Fulton. Miss Gail Mayer of
cess. Miss Binford was chosen at the district confer ence last
Miss Patricia Overbey of Calloway
McCracken County, extreme left, was chosen second alternate and
(Photo Courtesy Paducah Sun - Democrat)
County, right, was named first alternate.

WOMEN tTOCK UP
Cologne, Germany, — Lingerie
stores here have doubled stocking
sales by offering eight stockings
in one package for $2.
B-A-BB-N 63

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Two Graves Countians
District Farm Royalties
Danny Kemp, Calloway, won
Two Graves County youngsters
were crowned District Farm Bur- the speech contest, and Gwendolyn
eau King and Queen in ceremonies Jo Graves, Ballard County, was
held Friday evening at Kentucky the talent contest winner.
the various
Runners-up in
Dam Village.
events were: Dorothy Wurth, McMiss Theresa Marie Cash, 16- Cracken County, queen contest;
year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Miller III, McCracken, king
J. Albert Cash, Fancy Farm, was contest; Allard Fenwick, McCrackcrowned Queen — while Michael en, speech contest.
Winners in the various contests
K. Goodwin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Goodwin, Dukedom, route will compete on a state level at a
later.date.
2 was crowned King.

WE GOT ANOTHER BIG WHITE TRUCK LOAD OF THEM WONDERFUL
BARGAINS. SO ALL YOU GOOD PEOPLE COME IN, LOOK IT OVER
AND SAVE YOURSELF A PILE OF MONEY ON ALL NEW MERCHANDISE.
WHY NOT DO YOUR

a'Qwgsidgiaea.

uckians"
...better educational facilities for all Kent
ic Candidate for Governor
NEW.BREATH ITT, Democrat

is still a lot to do.
"Great strides have been made in Kentucky's education program, but there
all levels ... eleDuring my administration I pledge to keep Kentucky schools moving up at
And universities."
mentary and high schools... vocational and training schools... colleges

How the PARTNERSHIP FOR PROGRESS program will help schools grow:
• Additional classrooms
• Better training and compensation for teachers
• Better training for the handicapped
• Improved vocational schools
• Increased adult education
• Scholarships for deserving students
• Increased aid to colleges and universities
• Better library facilities
• Full teacher salary increases as recommended by K EA

Vote for your children...and for a better Kentucky

'Vote Breathitt-Waterfield
and the entire Democratic Ticket!

(CHHISTMAS)Shopping Early & Save At:

RAILROAD SALVAGE CO.
456 LAKE ST. — FULTON, KY.
OWNED & OPERATED BY BOB and PAT (Grooms) CRAVEN

PAID F OR BY

IC CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
FULTON COUNTY DEMOCRAT
ELL, CHAIRMAN
JOE CAMPB

7, 1963

The News reports your - - - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasura and your scrapbook)

nson,
tc.

Last Sunday's Courier-Journal devoted a prominent
position in its women's section to a lady well known in
our region. The lady is Mrs. Elvis Stahr, Jr., wife of the
president of Indiana University and a native of Hickman, Kentucky. The story reveals the vitality, energy
and capabilities of Dorothy Stahr. We think the story,
by Courier-Journal staff writer Jean Dietrich will be of
as much interest to you as it is to us, so we are reprinting it herewith.
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The Stahrs of Indiana University no longer reach for the moon.
They feel they already have it.
Elvis Jacob Stahr, Jr., born in
Hickman, Ky., said so when he
became I. U. president a year ago,
at the age of 46.
His wife, Dorothy, emphasized
it the other day:
"I hope we stay forever. Up to
now we've been such gypsies."
This is their sixth home since
their marriage in 1946. Her husband's boy-wonder career has kept
them on the move. It may, also account for Dorothy's weighing the
same 108 pounds she did when she
was a New York debutante in the
early 40's.
On a breezy, golden autumn day
students and leaves swirl over the
campus as if a general alarm has
just sounded .
In the middle is the president's
white brick home, so surrounded
by trees as to be remote as an island.
Mrs. Stahr had just hung a
painting by one of her favorite
moderns, Dorcas Draper. Other
Draper abstracts add dash and
splash to a number of the manThat old campus dictum — playing to win — rules Mrs. Elvis Stahr, sion's 16 rooms.
"This new one I call South Afriwife of the president of Indiana University, when she picks up a bridge
Lobster Tail—doesn't it look
can
(Photo Courtesy the Courier-Journal)
hand.
like that?" she asked. (It does.)
With the hanging of "Lobster."
Dorothy said she felt at last the
house was utterly settled.
If it has taken a year, is it any
wonder?
86 PROOF
"Elvis is a saver-upper' says his
wife who thinks it's fortunate
she's a "thrower-outer."
Could Fill A Museum
Proof is the Loot Room—a
downstairs den—plus an up-stairs
den, packed with enough glittering
memorabilia to fill a small museum. "And there's more, there's
more," said Dorothy. "You should
see the basement."
Treasures in the Loot Room
include the flag of the Secretary
of The Army (the job Stahr gave
up to become I. U.'s leader) and
hundreds of New Frontier items
he brought from Washington.
Stahr, a typically boyish-looking
New Frontiersman, dropped in to
guide a tour of his loot. Of the
dozens of pictures of himself with
President John F. Kennedy and
other world leaders, his favorite is
one of himself in shorts talking
with Dwight Eisenhower and KenAMERICA'S BEST PREMIUM BOURBON, PROUDLY PRESENTED BY GLENMORE DIST.
nedy at Palm Springs. A silver
COMPANY, LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY...8-YEAR-OLD KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY, 86 PROOF, ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF BOTTLED-IN-BOND.
bell from West Berlin Mayor
Willy Brandt is one of so many

pieces of silver the room resembles
a Tiffany display.
When the Stahrs were married
(they met at a party on the Philadelphia Main Line) he was a Wall
Street lawyer fresh out of the
Army who spoke fluent Chinese.
. . had been graduated from the
University of Kentucky with the
highest grades ever and had been
a Rhodes scholar.
Is A New Yorker
Dorothy, except for four years
living in The Hague as a child, had
gone to Eastern private schools
and always lived in New York.
Her only brush with college was
a drafting course at the University
of Florida during the war so she
could get a job in a war plant.
She's still New Yorker enough
to find it odd that women east of
the Hudson make such a thing of
wearing a hat.
"I never even take one with
me now when I go to New York
to visit." (She goes to her mother's
apartment on Sutton Place three
or four times a year.)
Shortly after their marriage they
moved to Lexington, where Stahr
joined the faculty and became
dean of the Law School.
"Always struck me funny that
I was chaperoning campus dances
when I was only 27," says Dorothy.
The Stahrs left Lexington in
1956 for Washington. Stahl- was
executive director of President
Eisenhower's Committee on Edu-

KENTUCKY
TAVERN

cation Beyond High School . . .
A year later he became vice-chancellor of the University of Pittsburg • . . Two years later he was
president of West Virginia . . .
And two years after that he was
appointed to President Kennedy's
Cabinet.
Along the way three new Stahrs
appeared; Stephanie, now 10;
Stuart, 5, and Bradford, 4.
In all their posts, official functions have kept them socially on
the go. The functions continue at
I. U., of course, but even so,
Dorothy says: "This is wonderfully peaceful!
"Since Elvis has to do a lot of
traveling . . . I can manage to
goof off and read or watch television."
She's also a bridge fiend. "I
play with the nuclear physicists
on the faculty. They play a stiff
game—the way I like it." She
hates "party bridge" with all its
chit-chat. And her husband "hates
bridge" — period.
Stafrs At The Ready
A staff of five, including a nurse
for the boys, runs the Stahr household. Dorothy insists she doesn't.
"The receptions are catered . . .
and there's a chief of protocol who
tells me what to do."
She keeps her days free as possible to spend time with the children when they get home from
the University School.
"Stephanie's terribly sophisticated .. . reads The New York Times
every day and questions everything she reads. She appreciates
'sick humor,' too ... it seems to be
a thing with children today." It's
a thing Dorothy admits she finds
baffling.
She is, she says, "surrounded
with brains.
"It's all I can do to keep up
with my husband. I know darn
well he's five times as smart as I
am. And with the Nobel Prize winners on the campus—we're loaded
with them—I just sit and listen."
But when she talks, she talks
like mad—
On books—she's feeling the impact of James Baldwin's writing,
right now. On paintings and artists
—she likes the moderns best. On
newspaper columnists—she tries
"never to miss" James Reston and
Drew Pearson. On the P.-T. A..—
"I don't believe in it—I believe in
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the teachers and think they should
Man's real life is happy, chiefly
be free of parents."
because he is ever expecting that
Her favorite spot in the house it soon will be so.
for talking or reading Cr' watching
color TV is her own sitting roam
upstairs—the smallest room in the
house.
"I have the oppoeite of clatuttrophobia;" she says. "I like to be
snug in a little room."

;Fur the
t TDEN YEAR'S
tcl= 40

PROTEIN FOOD NEW
LIMA—A new food supplement
composed of cottonseed flour and
quinoa (goosefoot) has won acceptance in tests in Peru, and
manufacturing plans are under
way. The supplement is 36 per
cent protein.

f0 HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a foeni,tla like this—with extra potency to support a tvaltive sense
vell-b..ing and mental alertnc,s. It provides important lipotr‘yes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
des', ible fur the mature adult.

TV SPECIALS
Lots of good used sets
New Portables

$139.95, up
WOOD & PRUITT TV
"WE SERVICE ALL MAKES"
300 Walnut
Phone 211

GERIATRIC
c Ipsties
CITY DWG CO.
FULTON, lin

1113

NOV IL

Something
NEW!
Something
Different!
Moonlight "No - Tap" Doubles
FRIDAY NITE 9:00 P. M.

JET LANES
Bowling Alleys

Fulton

rand Opening Week!

Taste what extra age can do—

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY, OCT. 14 - 19
Happy Day Professional Dry Cleaning - Laundry

taste
that flavor
through
and through!

••••••••••i••
FREE — COUPON— FREE

Ell Ell MI

INTRODUCING
YOU TO
OUR NEW
DRY
r
CLEANING
SERVICE
•

KENTUCKY TAVERN

!IffeSS ,ISS'.!!!•!!!!'
•

ONE DRESS SHIRT
Laundered and Finished FREE
With This Coupon
One Per Family — Expires Oct. 31, 1963
111.1 • IM
MI Ell IN

MI 1111 IIIII

IIIII Ili MO NI NM

GIFT CERTIFICATE

GOOD FOR ONE DOLLAR
On A Dry Cleaning Order of $5 or More
MO

One Per Family — Expires Oct. 31, 1963
MI
•Il MI 1111 IN UM 1912 MI NI TO

GRAND OPENING SPECIALS:
PLAIN SKIRTS
3 for $1.
MENS' SLACKS
3 for $1.
Ladies or Mens Suits . . 70c
if takes 1CO tons of coal

to builcii just 1 mile of concrete highway!

CAR COATS

co.

SUITS

That totr:s apprerdmateily 700,000 tons of coal if Kentucky uses concrete to corn.
plete its Interstate Highways. Kentucky n3eds new coal markets, new highways.
Conezete brings the two together. The result? Better business. Better highways.
... is laid flat to stay
Thday's new-type concrete is smooth and solid all the way.
longer,
with upkeep expense
years
and
of
50
life
eipectancy
Pat. It actually has a
Kentucky
records).
This
is vital because the
on
75% less than for asphalt (based
not
a single cent for
construction
cost—but
initial
Federal Government pays 90% of
comfort,
driving
usage,
greater
greater
coal
maintenance. Add it up. Concrete means
and greater maintenance savings.
Mr. Fred Bullard, Executive Secretary of the Kentucky Coal Association, says:"Cement
and reinforcing steel are two basic ingredients of the modern concrete highway. With their
high consumption of coal during manufacture, we believe that paving Kentucky's Interstate Highways with concrete would be an invaluable aid to the state's coal industry."

_
This mes-ane sr onsored jointly by:
THE PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
sot:, Commonwealtii Bldg., Latisvil!e, Ky. 40702

A nn' ono! organisation to improve and extend thc uses of concrete
TEE KENTUCKY CO/-I. ASSCC".7'!"!! tc,•Tre!c*n, Ky.
An oripintzaiion working /or thit Mitres: o; thc :Ce,itucky coal industry

DRAPERIES
PLAIN OR
PLEATED SKIRTS
TIES
SWEATERS
RAINCOATS
DRESSES, ETC.

201 WEST STATE LINE - PHONE 9180
• Complete professional dry cleaning
• Shirt Laundry • Drive-in window for your convenience
anytime, 7: am to 4: pm Monday thru Saturday
• Experienced employees with 14 years experience and up
processing by DuPont—approved by Good HouSekeeping
• Call office open 6: am - 9: p.m.

• 1-hour service
• Cleaning
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FASHION

U. S. HAS COFFEE LEAD
• . •
.
Brasilia — The world's three
chief importers of coffee are the
United States, France, and West
—
-tali
.
Tv ANTENNAS: We
Trade-repaiz and' snove. Get our Germany in that order.
prices. We service all makes TV.
SPARE TIME INCOME
Phone 307. Roper Television.
and collecting money
Refilling
SHOTGUN SHELLS wholesale,
high quality coin
TYPE
NEW
from
Sporting
Leader
10 boxes or more.
in this area.
dispensers
operated
Goods, Lake Street, Fulton.
No selling. To qualify you must
TUPPERWARE, has an oppor- have car, references, $600 to $1900
tunity for any lady who is willing cash. Seven to twelve hours weekto work. Have full time employ- ly can net excellent monthly inment in your home area. For in- come. More full time. For personal
formation write or call, Jon - Ev interview write P. 0. Box 4185,
Sales Paducah, Ky. Authorized Pittsburgh 2, Pa. Include phone
Tupperware Distributors.
number.

"TALK
or THE
TOWN"
$4.99
TO

Black
Tin

WANTED — man or woman on
part time basis to serve customers
in Fulton. Many needing Rawleigh
Products. Splendid opportunity
with permanent income. Write
Rawleigh Dept. KYJ 1071-126
Freeport, Ill.

WANTED: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
on a spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager,
P. 0. Box 215, Shelbyville, Indiana.

$6.99

FHA Sophomores
South Fulton
Honor Students Present Program
Are Named Today Citing Symbols

Two houses for rent in CrutchFOR SALE- Registered Chihuahua puppies, reasonable. Phone field, one four rooms and bath
and one six rooms and bath. Near
116J3, Fulton.
store, post office, school bus.
FOR RENT: Eioor sanding ma- Fletcher Williams, Crutchfield,
hine and elect: ic floor polisher Ky.
.. ExInd electric vaci
change Furniture C

Will keep children in my home
working mothers. Phone
for
1359-J.

Blue
Red

CLASSIFIED ABS

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky
Phone 103

Latest Record Hits

When It'c

Real Estate in Fulton

Honey (Waxed)

Pop - Religious - Western

309 Walnut

S-N-M-W

USED FURNITURE
buy it

WALL PAPER—From 19c to 69e
per roll. Lowest pnces, finest
quality, 500 patterns in stock. We
haul in our own trucks direct
from mill and pass on to you our
Wallp-ner

• Large Count
Rolls

YELLOWSTONE

May.** 111, Ky.

TIME

Dewey Johnson
AB types of Inenranee

TERRIFIC SAVINGS

LADIES FOAM INSOLES

422 Lake at.

Get Genuine FLEX-O-GLASS At Your Local

Phone 408

s'ulten, Hy.
Hdwr. or Loth.

n..s..

Transparent
Plastic
••••

PONC*1
BIOCLOSIatli

STORM
111110000.11

STORM
WINDOW

Otily

•CRYSTAL CLEAR
29(t
•CUT,TACK,SEW or SEAL
Uw.PL
•HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS A OUTDOORS 14 lad olds

CRYSTAL CLEAR
• CUT,TACK, SEW or SEAL
• HUNDREDS Of USES
INDOORS A OUTDOORS

•

WALL POOTOCIOSS
PUSSINTIMII COWS'S

P0•01
INCLOSIMIN

$5010WALL 1,101110011S
rusanwe owns
111011000111

KIT

A EIUDDLESTON CO.
WE HAVE THE GENUINE
QUALITY
7llrep
WINDOW
,0
MATERIALS
jea.
IN
NEAT-KEEP OUT COLD
HOLD
than glass-ror Storm
Cl.
Doors end Windows, Perth Intl.,

..44-4LEX-O-GLASS
LASS-0-NET

FLEX-0-GLASS
"GLASS-0-NET

4.°!)WYR-0-GLASS

4.93WYR-0'GLASS

REEN-GLASS
FLEX-0-PANE

RUN-GLASS
FLEX-0-PANE

's Supply, Inc.
Fallon Hdw.&Farn. Co. Builder
Phones 96, 99
Walnut
Phone 1

501

TO 10 CUPS
LOW-LOW PRICE

ghte
Fult
Fult
Rout
Mrs.
ton;

8

Clel
in
Lan
Fun
Lou
lv
ery
tist
reti
doll!
V
was
era
Ful
1Nd
wet
Mr.
fan

Sur
Dai

Orange & Limes
Ky

Mr

On a Gold
Wood Frame

der
we
Mr
ALUMINUM FOIL

• Every Flower
Glows With
Lighted Roses.
• Electric.
• Beautifies
Any Room

BURNER GUARDS - PIE PLATES

het
Me

Your Choice
5

Burner

Guards

To Pkg.

Pie Plates

EA.

"
2
9 x 1 1/

CHILD'S VINYL WATERPROOF BOOTS

4 To Pkg.

REG. 39c PKG.

35

TOOYIDINO • NAM%
OM
TACT

RED PLASTIC
DOUBLE SKIN
PULL-ON BOOT

A. C. Butts & Sons
E. Static Line

Mrs.
Cop
Web
Holl
4, Fi
Rich
Brat
Crul
tin.

Ful
of

Plastic Fruit
of Cherries,
Plums, Lemons

PERC'S UP

$166
REG. $2.00

MINIATURE
FRUIT PLAQUE

HOLDS AND

LU

Phone 202

ELASTIC
CLOSURE

Main Street

Phone 28

WE HAVE THE GENUINE
p,TOP QUALITY
..
WINDOW
MATERIALS
%....
711
HOLD IN HEAT-KEEP OUT COLD
Clseop•r then glass -For Storm
Doors and Windows, Porch Enclosures

208 Lake

Sun!
TO

tie
202 Lake

ii F•et

I 34o72
Piikstic

WESTERN AUTO

DISCOUNT PRICE

FLOWERING
BIRD CAGE LAMP

AVE

FLEx•O•

Pointed Toe Shoes

Heavy Gauge Aluminum

'Covering everything'

FLEX-O-GLASS Is the only
window material that carries a
2 YEAR GUARANTEE. Look for the
name FLEX-O-GLASS on the edge.

To Fit Narrow

I

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

70

Made by DR. SCHOLLS

8 CUP ALUMINUM PERCOLATOR

May
Mrs.
Coti
rich,
am;
Vein
B. L

chili
wee
ben

• Asst. Colors
and White

TAKE -A SECOND
LOOK AT THESE
•
I/
YOUR -11 STORE

Ti
path
Wed

• Two Ply
Facial Quality

'1.55 PI/1%12T

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON. ALSO 100 PROOf BOTTLEDIN-BOND. YELLOWSTONE OIST., LOLHSVILLE•OWENSBORO, KY.

AIM

tion,
sent
pital
at tt

Reec
mie
Mrs.
McC
Ross
Clin

10 ROLLS
BATHROOM TISSUE

217 West Broadway

Make Your' Home
Winter- .ht, Draft-Free
TIME to =ye Up T
on Your Fuel:

COLGATE OFFER

$1.73 VALUE

The Greatest American Whiskey

twin
and
tend
of B
this

CT
Johr
Mrs.
low,
Cam
Hay,

REG. 43e

PKG. OF 10

4.85 4QC5

TIME to

PURE
GROUND
BLACK
PEPPER

RIGHTMELLOW-MASH YELLOWSTONE

220 Lake St.

PT.

LARGE 4 OZ. SIZE

Phone 260

308 Walnut

NO BITE!

Furniture Company

ONLY 290 UN
36 til5Pt.

BLACK PEPPER

89c ADULT TOOTHBRUSH
83c SIZE COLGATE TOOTHPASTE

at

Paint &

'1,2 an

TOOTHPASTE & ADULT TOOTHBRUSH

EXCHANGE

Mayfield

Joy Lynn Records

—The very best select:on of rea,
estate for sale at all times!

and

FRY'S SHOE STORE

Phone el

'arm Loans Conventiona, Loans
FHA Loans

CLEANEST

BAN ROLL-ON
DEODORANT

33 AND 45 RPM;
HIFI,STEREO

7..!ARLES W. BURROW

For The

A - 10

Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

DISCOUNT PRICE

— see —

"SIZES"

At the South Fulton High School
eleven students made all A's during the first six weeks. They are:
Seniors, Carolyn Colley, Linda
Potts, Bonhie Weeks; Junior, Mary
Fields; Sophomores,
Elizabeth
Denise Barnes, Dicicie Gassurn,
Linda Nanney, Teresa Pennington; Freshmen, Jane Graves,
Steve Green, Christina McKinney.
Other students making the honor roll are: Seniors, P. D. Blaylock,
Diane Clement, Jackie Graves,
Judy Hendon, Pat Hyland, Louella
Ray, Clayburn Peeples, Jo Margaret Powell;
Juniors, Charles Colley, Patricia
Connell, Beverly Cummings, Veva
Finch, Karen Frields, Jim Gurley,
Betty Malray, Claudette Stunson,
Larry Alexander;
Sophomores, Mollie Alexander,
Brenda Archer, Sherry Brockwell,
Susan Burrow, Velma Carwile,
Gene Cannon, Nelda Clement,
Linda Collier, Brenda Clinard,
Nancy Cunningham, Carol Dixon,
Linda Holland, Shirley Flowers,
Craig Simrell, Linda Softhey,
Aletha Tegethoff, Danny Zickefoose;
JOIN THE BANANA BUNCH

Brown (Antiqued)

BEST

Anna Stewart, Annabell Bondurant, Judy Cagle, Joan Castleman,
Debby Watson, Margaret Maddox, purpoeee; Paula JUDAS, junior
degree; Jean Everlett, chapter
degree; Margaret Maddox, state
degree; Suzanne Owens, colors;
Jan Vorhees, flower.
Paula Jong.;
At the October 10 meeting of
FHA Reporter
the Fulton County Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America a
HEALTH DRIVE ON
group of sophomore girls presented an interpretation of the symPANAMA—Drugs and medicine
bols of the FHA to the freshman are being taken to 600 villages in
class.
Central Arnerica by Latin doctors,
Following are the girls and the nurses, and sanitarians working in
symbols which they interpreted: an Alliance for Progress health
Linda Hawkins, emblem; Sandra program. Peace Corps youth are
Mayfield, doing follow-up work.
Cunningham, Susan

$166
PAIR,

Size 7 thru 3

PLASTIC
LINED DRAPES
Latest New
Colors & Patterns.
Moderns, Floral

REG). $1 98

& Solid Colors.

FLANNELETTE SLEEPERS
Transparent
Plastic

STORM
.11 WINDOW

NOVELTY PRINTS.
ASST. STYLES & COLLARS

BOYS & GIRLS
SIZE 1 TO 14

$177

Have Plastic Feet
and

ii

I I
Fulton

c.,
COMPARE

Extra

(ri?
1.

34"173'

Phone 35

Full 76" x 87"
Including Valance

Size 1 to 3

4,1
.
9
f

FLAMM Snell •

Exchange Fara. Co.

REG. 98c

Pants

BALDRIDGE'S
5- 10 - 2,5c STORE

11

1 Bombslationan,
et Madis. junior
chapter
14X, state
colors;

.er

()N

medicine
Wages in
1 doctors,
•orking in
as health
•outh are

Local Nurses AIWA
Meeting In Memphis

Sr**,

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Sudie Batts, Flora Arrant,
Mrs. Tunny Overby, Mrs. Clarence
Copeland, Ruel Fulcher, G. W.
Webb, Gary Creason, Mrs. G. W.
Holly, Fulton; James Gray, Route
4, Fulton; L. H. Alford, Dukedom;
Richard Jackson, Pilot Oak, Paul
Bradley, Little Linda Workman,
Crutchfield; Leon Jones, Jr., Martin.
FULTON HOSPITAL

ISH

1PASTE

0
1

Carbie Lou Bolin, Eph Dawes,
John Shepherd, Claudie Ridley,
Mrs. Mace McDade, Clarence Pillow, Mrs. Will McDade, Presley
Campbell, Mrs. Archie Martin,
Hayes Bryan, W. M. Johnson, FulLgp: Mrs. Robert Hailey and daughter, Sherman Bransford, South
Fulton; Mrs. Roy Bard, Route 1,
Fulton; Miss Roberta DeMyer,
Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Jim Burke,
Mrs. Shirley Melton, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. Roy Hudson, Sam Woodson, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Will
Reed, Route 3, Martin; Mrs. Jimmie Britt and son, Water Valley;
Mrs. Willis Atteherry, Mrs. John
McClanahan, Crutchfield; Jim
Ross, Cayce; Claud Brinkley,
Clinton.

NEWS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant

ES

10
10E

:S

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gadberry and
children of Chicago spent last
week with Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry and Freddie.
The friends of Mrs. Frankie Mc Clellan express sympathy to her
in the loss of her brother, Mr.
Lambert, of St. Louis last week.
Funeral and burial were in St.
Louis.
Mrs. Effie Roper, who had surgery on her eye in Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah last week,
returned home Saturday and is
doing fine.
We are glad Mrs. Sarah Hopper
was able to return home after several days in Jones Hospital in
Fulton.
Mrs. Mayme Scearce spent the
weekend in Evansville, Ind. with
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Seearce and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Woodside of
Fulton were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcomn were
Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs.
Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
Mark Waggoner of Lone Oak,
Ky. is visiting his grand-parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bondurant.
Maurice Carr Bondurant, a student at Murray College, spent the
weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Bondurant.
Mrs. Chester Wade is visiting
her mother, Mrs. Ethel Oliver, in
Memphis.
B-A-BB-N 83

Dine and Dance At The

STRATA CLUB
Martin, Tennessee

Center Cut Loin...lb. 69c
Center Cut Rib... lb. 59c
lb 39c
First Cut

I

39ç
Smoked Picnics
(\4° Sausage sHuopt

• Steaks

* Seafood

• Smorgasbord
served in the main ballroom
throughout the evening. For
resierrvationa (mil 587-2964,
Martin.

Glen and Pauline Hayes

Lb.

CUT

Right

(Sliced)

28

Lb.

l Pork
c:R
e
:ilhct

(5 1.39)

CODFISH FILLETS

Lb

29c

Jane Parker

Tpkay Grapes
39, Red Apples
3
6 cns 8
Margarine
2
White
2
ce
Sau
le
App
, Bread
Mild
49c
ese
Che
21k-Lb.39, MARVEL
Gal. $1.39
Calif.
Red

Pineapple
PIE E••

Lb.

All.
Purpose.

(Save
• 16c•
Blueberry .... ea. 49c

Lbs

Nutley
Golden
Quarters

A&P Coffee Sale!
MILD AND MELLOW

1 Lb

Eight 0 Clock

Jane Parker

Cans

A&P

3-Lb. Bag

Cheddar,

or Mel-O-Bit Slices

Thin Sikes

Lb.

YOUR
CHOICE

SANDWICH

AntiFreeze

Zesta Crackers
Robin Hood
Flour
Self.
Rising

. $199
Labg
B

Strlet- 16-0z.
mann. Box

29° I Crackers iztrrnheir

4290

Box

Waldorf Tissue

.
I Hi-Ho Crackers :inn.

White
or
Colors

$ •

• ••

•

3 97'
Florient

1-Lb.
5-0z. Cans 49(

1-Lb. 550 2-Lb. 970
1014-Oz.
7-0z.
Box
Box

2

Blue Cheer

3r
&Ix
DET'ERGENT
1-Lb.

Tide
DETERGENT
1-Lb. 320 1 &Lb. 750
3 -Ox.
4-0z.
Box
Box

14-0z.
Cans

Palmolive
Palmolive
Vel Liquid
Soaky

Soap...

Liquid
Bath

Oxydol
DETERGENT
1-Lb. 33dt I8-Lb.
WO:.
Sox
Box
,

790

77c

330

Soap...
S

DEODORANT

4-0z. Box
/
3-Lb. 11

1-Lb. 4-0z. Box

Bouquet
Soap...

Bars

Bouquet

s
Bath

7-0z.
Bottle

4 R".41°
4 :::.41° Cashmere
2 290
42
Cashmere
790
12:35° Ad
.
Vel Detergent 7:32°
Bath 01190
Bars

Soap...

3-Lb.
10-Lb.
2.29 0 Box

Detergent

11-0z. L90
Bottle',

59'
42 Rog.
Bars
Beauty..

394
Vel Soap
29C
Z
Baggies(..;T:L)
11. 39C
Action
I-Pt 69C
AlaX
Sandwich
Phi. of IS

Bleach
Chlorine

BISCUITS

12-0z.
Bottle

3

37c

BORDEN'S INSTANT

Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Sat., Oct. 19

CHOCOLATE FLAVORED

Malted Milk

PKGS.
Of
10

15-01. JAR

47g

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCAAIIET SINCE 1859

.
Zest Soap

PERSONAL SIZI

BATH UZI

4 Bar- 41*

2 Bar• 41°

Lb.B.6.0..

Dash Detergent=780 Comet Cleanser 2Tare:33€
290 Mr. Clean
Spit it Span

6 47,
Ivory Soap

Box

Liquid
Cleanser

AJAX FLOOR AND WALL CLEANER

Bollards or Pillsbury

1-Lb. Al
Box at

4-ROLL
PACKS

Ajax Cleanser Fab Detergent

Premium
Duz

.. w
.

1-Lb.

Nabisco

OVEN-READY

Now under new management
Orchestra every Saturday nite

.914

LOIN

PORK CHOPS

ave

• CAYCE

104.

(..Pork Loin Roos

JONES HOSPITAL
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Carter, Mrs.
May Wells, Mrs. A. J. Gardner,
Mrs. 0. D. Cook, Tam Arrington,
Catherine Smith, Mrs. A. A. Goodrich, Fulton; J. A. Brundige, Latham; Mrs. Ruth Cloys, Cayce; Mrs.
Velma Lafuze, Dukedom; Mrs. W.
B. Ladd, Dyer.

y ,••••-

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

41k

The following persons were
patients in the Fulton Hospital on
Wednesday, October 16:

•

Immo TO TOIL..

Two registered nurses from the
twin cities-Mrs. Kenneth Martin
and Mrs. Patricia Holder-are attending the Tennessee convention
of Registered Nurses in Memphis
this weeek.
Both are attending the "head
nurses" meetings of the convention, to which they have been
sent by the (Lion County Hospital. The convention is being held
at the Claridge hotel.

HOSPITAL NEWS

4

4404

Ivory Snow

,2h.... 1
34c

1-Lb. 115%-0s.
Box

Sic

lireft
DETERGENT

,
t-Lb.1403. 33
...

Ivory
Liquid
12-0z. ,E0
Mottle JU

Joy
Liquid
o

1-PInt11-0s. L3
g
Rattle

iweitA,z3rrat fcakt

Postoffice, Building Going
Up Fast; Completion Nears
Construction of Fulton's attractive, modern new post office building is progressing, although it is
about two weeks behind schedule,
according to Robert HOeft, Jerome
Building Company's Southern representative, who is in charge of
the Fulton project. He said the
building is 25 per cent con.plete.
The building is lacing constructed on the site of the old Usona
Hotel which was razed recently.
The site covers approximately
43,000 square feet. Tl. Jerome
Building Company is owner of the
post office, which will be leased
to the Post Office Department.
The new building will face Walnut St., and the complete front
will be of plate glass and porcelain paneling combination. The

Bob McKinney
Given Angus
Jr. Membership

building will be Norman style
faded with buff colored brick.
Construction began on Sept. 10.
The postoffice will be furnished
throughout with new equipment.
New lock boxes with combination
locks will replace the key-type
boxes now in use. Modern opentype counters, of the type used by
modern banks, will be used in the
box lobby, which will be separated from the service lobby.
Central air - conditioning and
heating and incandescent lighting
will be installed throughout.
The entire operation will be on
one floor and room space for
handling the work space will be
tripled. This is the space used for
handling incoming mail, parcels
and other shipments by the local
plants.

WALKER:5

245 young people in the United
States to receive junior memberships last month.

The elegant straight bourbon
that's aged twice as long
as a lot of others. Enjoy
extra years of mellowness

WEATHER CUTS RICE
Tokyo — Flooding has reduced
Japan's ride-crop prospects this
year and drought has cut ForRobert C. McKinney 16, Fulton, mosa's.
has beien granted a junior membership in the American Angus
Association at St. Joseph, Missouri.
announces Frank Richards, secretary.
207 Commercial
Phone 58
His new junior membership,
issued during September, enables —Slip Covers; seat covers
him to register his purebred
—Upholstering fall kinds:
Angus at regular membership
modern arid antique
rates and entitles him to the priv- —Draperies
ileges of the Association until he —kwnings, tarpaulins
reaches the age of 21. At that time
he will be eligible to convert to a
JAMES HAZELWOOD
lifetime membership in the Association.
UAL KILLEBREW
Robert C. McKinney was one of

at no extra cost.

S. P. PIOORE & CO.

MEMBERSHIP MONTH — Discussing plans for incr ‘asing PTA irembership in tit-. First D'strict were
these district officers meeting at Murray last week. From tea they are Mrs. Harry S. Kell of Paducah,
district treasurer; Mrs. William C. Nall of Murray, president; Mrs. J. T. Rice of Kevil, second
vice President, and Mrs. Felix Gossum of Fulton, secretary. Mrs. Frank Kolb Jr. of Mayfield, first vice president,
is not in picture.
(Photo Courtesy Paducah Sun - Democrat

PTA Membership Drive Continues Thru
October; Governor Issues Proclamation

FIFTHS $5.39*
PIN C-) $3.39'
/
1
2 PINT $1.;
SIRAIO111 BOURBON 1NISAIY
8 YEARS UtO
HIRAM WALKER & SONS Ni.

Governor Bert Combs, by proUnits are urged to increase their
clamation, has designated October membership enrollment
by 10 per
as Parents-Teacher Membership
cent
over
last
year.
The
state
PTA
Enrollment Month in Kentucky.
office should be notified before
Mrs. Edwin T. Callender of February 1 for
an award for this
Reidland, said a District member- accomplish
ment. Gold-leaf cership enrollment goal of 20,000 has tificates
Democrat Harry Lee Waterfield
are issued for enrolling
been set for this district. The state members before
November 15 and and Republican Bemis Lawrence,
goal is 222,000 for 1963-64.
tue gold seal before February 1. nominees for lieutenant governor,
The national slogan is "Children Barlow Elementary wan the covet- will appear in a 30-minute radio
and Schools Need You In PTA— ed "Twin Oaks Plaque" in 1962 and televised debate Oct. 25.
Join This American Team Today." for having enrolled 100 per cent
It is the first scheduled debate
National president Mrs. Clifford of parents in their unit for the for
the two nominees in the Nothird
consecutive year.
N. Jenkins, said "every new memvember election campaign.
ber strengthens our hope, our conAwards were recently made at
The 8-8:30 p.m. show will be
fidence, our power to make good
things happen hereand now; PTA the First District PTA meeting carried by WAVE which said each
membership is not limited to par- neld in Murray for outstanding would have a 12-minute opening
ents and teachers, but includes all achievement by various units statement and a 2-minute closing
residents of the school community, throughout the 13 counties includ- statement.
whether or not they have children ing 81 local units as well as four
in school."
councils.
JOIN THE BANANA BUNCH

Waterfield - Lawrence
Schedule TV Debate

•
•

A new kind of Pontiac with
a new kind of Pontiac power

SPECIAL OFFER
PUNCH CUPS
9
r-N

with each purchase
of 7 gallons
•
gasoline
Lasirisa

FOREulIOUND: 14 TEMPEST CUSTOM CONVERTIBLE

BACKGROUND:'64 TEMPEST 4 DOOR SEDAN

It's the'64 Wide-Track Pontiac Tempest with a new SIX
for savers and a V-8 for swingers.
Tempest's new in-line 6 develops 140 horsepower from 215 cubic
inches,
and it'll please everybody but the gas station man. And Tempest's
optional-atextra-cost 326-cubic inch V-8 puts out up to 280 horsepower
for swingers.
SEE THE ONLY DEALER WHO

Sais

THE WIDE-TRACK CARS-YOUR AUTHORIZE PONTIAC DEALER

KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
101 West State
Line

South Fulton, Tenn.

•
•

PUNCH BOWL
ONLY / 't

with oil change
or lubrication at
regular prices

This sparkling prescut crystal punch bowl set, in an Early American pattern,
will
add a festive touch to your holiday entertaining. It's easy to get a complete set.
Here's how: With each purchase of 7 gallons of Ashland gasoline, you get one
of these attractive prescut crystal punch cups FREE! With an oil change
(or lubrication you get this large, 8-quart matching punch bowl
for only 98k. Get as many cups and bowls as you like.
They're ideal gifts for birthdays, anniversaries
and Christmas. SEE YOUR GOOD NEIGHBOR
ASHLAND OIL DEALER displaying the
"PUNCH BOWL SET" sign.
Offer expires November 30, 1963

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
Ashland, Kentucky

.

071.4litt®

P
1 letile HAMS1 29

MONEY ORDERS

U.S. GOV'T. INSPECTED
ALL SWEET
4- LB. CARTON

OLEO $1.

FRYERS

25 Lb.
Bag
BRIGHT STAR

with
each
$5.00
purchase

nym

MISS

7 Cans $1.00

KELLEYS

4 - 16 oz. CANS

UNIT

SUN MAID

RAISINS

2 Lb. Bag 59.c

PLYMOUTH

4 oz. CANS

BLACK PEPPER save 14c 35c

STARKIST

MAXWELL HOUSE

TUNA Four 6 1-2 Cans $1.00

COFFEE ___ 10 oz. Jar $1.39

GOLD INN

PRIDE OF ILL.

CORN

46 oz. CAN

PINEAPPLE JUICE 3 Cans $1.00
SNOWDRIFT
3 Lb. Can 69c

6 - 303 Cans $1.00

SUNSHINE

PIMENTOS

BISCUITS

IL CANS $1.00
Blue Plate
MAYONNAISE
UT. JAR 39c

Wed. Is
Always
Double
Stamp
Day

01410KK;Ot

490

DIXIE

n

6

SPAG & MEAT BALLS ___ $1.00

CAN

PER

VEG. VARIETY

SOUPS

LB.

COFFEE

SAUCER

6 Cans $1.00

CAMPBELL'S

SAUCER

THIS WEEK .. .

FEATURED

MEAT VARIETY

SOUPS

CHASE & SANBORN

FIFTH BIG WEEK — Now through Saturday Oct. 19th. Join the thousands who started
sets last week. No limit on the number of pieces
you can buy—one for each thee dollars in purchases. See the schedule below for remaining
weekly offers, then hurry on out to Piggly Wiggly, your friendly food store.

FLOUR. . .$1.49
CAMPBELL'S

C

WHOLE
LB.

2 oz. Jar 10c

SWIFTS

ROAST BEEF 12 oz. Can 49c

GRADE "A"

KELLEYS

CHILI _ _ __ 4- 16 oz. Cans $1.00

EGGS 3doz. $1.00

SWIFTS

TAMALES 4 - 16 oz. Cans $1.00

PLYMOUTH

ICE CREAM

SWIFTS

1-2 Gal. Crt. 59c

SPAG & MEAT BALLS $1.00
FLORIDA VINE RIPEN CELO

KRAFTS MARSHMALLOW

CREME 4 Jars $1.
SWIFTS

VIENNAS SAUSAGE

TUBE TOMATOES
imlivEL

Lw.

TUBE
NO
LIMIT

NO

100 CRISCO 79c
49c PREM . . $1.00
3 LB.

LIMIT

3 - 12 oz. Cans

PY-0-14Y CAKE MIXES

KRAFTS

10 boxes $1

U.S. No.1 Fancy Reds

20

BOX

LB.

Crackers
19c box
PARD
DOG
CRUNCHES
25 Lb. Bag

$1.99

BAG

American Beauty 101-2 Can
Tomato Or

Veg. Soup 10c

COME '
li6%413 £2 VC9a Cke"AT YOUR FRI EN DLY

PIGGLY'IGGLY

Acres Of FREE
PARKING

2 LB. BOX

VELVEETA
79c

ATI)
ES

DIXIE BELLE

CAN

SWIFTS LUNCHEON

SH R
3TLEBN
.IC
NA
GN

5-4oz.Cans 2.00

LB

3 - 24 oz. CANS

Prices In This Ad
Good Thru Sat. Oct. 19

We Reserve The Right
To Limit

Open Nightly 7 Days
Til 9: P. M.

LADY
ALICE
ICE MILK
1/2 Gal. Crt.

39c

=MN\

DEATHS

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
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By Mn. Carey Friel&

Mrs. J. W. Ragsdale

Hardy
Ainley entered
the
Veterans IT(xspltal In Nashville
Mrs. Julia Sowell Ragsdale, wife last week, where he is under
Dr. John W. Ragsdale of Mem- treatment. We hope he will soon
Ails and step-mother of Dr. John be restored.
Rev. Savage filled the pulpit at
lagsciale of Fulton, died October
)in the Baptist Hospital in Mem- New Salem Baptist Church the
past Sunday at the 11 o'clock wor>his.
Funeral services were held on ship hour and at the evening serOctober 10 in the Memphis Fun- vice, following the BTU organiza-!ral Home and interment was in tion. Rev. Wallace was also a visiting minister Sunday. The church
Viemorial Park.
In addition to her husband and as yet has not called a pastor for
-tensor', survivors include her the ensuing year.
Get-well wishes are extended to
nother, Mrs. Mary Sowell of
)live Branch, Miss., four brothers Mrs. Alga Watts of St. Louis, who
fell and sustained a crushed knee.
old a sister.
She is now in a cast and we wish
for her a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie McCollum
and children, Lionel and Lori, of
Goebel McClure, Pilot Oak Mayfield spen
t Sunday here with
"armter and employee of the Ken- parents, Mr.
,
and Mrs. Burnett ELK LEADER
S — Two of the Paducah Elks Lodges
'ucky State Highway Department, Lintz.
oldest members, George Rock and Sam
Sloan Sr.,
Lied suddenly at his home in Pilot
Mrs. Sam Mathis received a were among the group that turned out here for the visitation
of John Joe Campbell of Fulton, distr
Dak on October 11.
ict
broken finger the past Saturday deputy grand exalter ruler. Pictu
red with Campbell above, are Mr. Rock
Funeral services were held at at her home near
, past secretary of Kentucky Elks
the State Line Association; James A. Mille
3ethlehem Methodist Church with Road. She was
r, lecturing knight; Will ism E. Fellers, past
taken to Hillview
chairman of state board of trustees; Mr. Campbell; Robert Utterback, secre
ley. Norman Crittenden, pastor Hospital and
her finger put into
tary of Paducah Lodge; William V.
Acker, exalted ruler;
• the church, officiating. Jackson splints. We
hope she will soon be Sam Sloan, past exalted ruler, and James R. Thomasso
n, loyal knight.
3rothers were in charge of ar- restored to full
use of her hand.
angements, with interment in
(Photo Courtesy Paducah Sun - Democrat
Horace Henderson, 75, suddenly
Dld Bethlehem Cemetery.
died at his home near here the
Mr. McClure is survived by his past Thursday
afternoon while
vife; a son, James McClure of attending to
chores around his
ilot Oak; two daughters, Mrs. place. He was
well known and bekrnmon Bennett and Mrs. Jeanette loved by both
the younger set and
Sanders, both of West Covina, the older peopl
e. He had lived his
The News takes pleasure in
-.:alifornia, a grand daughter and life here amon
g friends except for
half brother.
some time serving with the armed wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
forces during World War I. He following friends:
was married to Hazel Pettit sevOctober 18: Polly Adams, FranJohn Joe Campbell, deputy ruler of the
Fulton lodge in the
eral years ago and two daughter ces Mae Kelley, Gary Faulkner, grand exalted ruler of the
s
state years 1980-61. He is engaged in the
were born to this union- Survivin Artie Marie Bondurant, Patricia Elks lodge, praised the organ
g
iza- laundry and dry cleaning business
Funeral service for Horace G. are his
wife and daughters. He Sue Hood; October 19: John Mc- tion as a "moving force in the at Fulto
Henderson were
n.
held in the New was a member of New
Salem Bap- Clanahan, Robert A. Batts, Al T. civic life of any community" in
He is active in civic work and is
Salem Missionary Baptist Chur
ch tist Church, where funeral services Owens; October 20: Ruth Milam, an address at the Paducah lodg
e a deacon in the Christian Church.
m October 12, with Bro. Jame were
s
conducted Friday afternoon, Shteraldean Pannel; October 21: last Thursday night.
lion and Mr. Arthur Wilkerso Rev.
n
Arthur Wilkerson and Rev. Mrs. Ernest Boaz;
,fficiating. Interment was
Making his fourth visit in an
U. S. FLUTIST ACCLAIMED
in James Holt officiating. Jackson
October 22: Jean Neeley, Mrs. itinerary of 12 Elk lodges in
'.forgan's Cemetery and was
Vien
na, — American flute soloBrot
hers were in charge of arin
Hulon Allen, Patti Forrest, Jim- Western
harge of Jackson Brothers
Kentucky,
Campbell ist Elaine Shaffer drew rave
of rangements and interment was in
mie L. Gilbert; October 23: Marion praised the Paducah lodge on
-Dukedom.
its notices in the Austrian press MonMorgan Cemetery. Serving as pall
Paul Wade, Tom Kelly, Jr., Mrs. charities and reminded them
Mr. Henderson, 75, a retired bearers
of day after a series of concerts with
were Harrison Austin, Ed Harold
Craig, Doc Wright, Lynn the national motto, "So long as her husband,
'armer, died suddenly on Octo
ber McClain, Rev. Erad Caldwell, But- Busha
Elrem Kurtz. They
rt, R. Paul Westpheling, III; there is a disabled veteran in our appeared
'0 at his home in Austin Sprin
in the Vienna Grosse
gs. on Lassiter, Harvey Danoho and Octo
ber 24: Dean Poston, William hospitals the Elks
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. J. W.
will never for- Musikvereinssaal with the Vienna
Bynum.
Sanders.
'laze' Pettit Henderson; two
Symphony Orchestra, performing
get them"
Mr. and Mrs. Gaither Math
dauis
liters, Mrs. David Copeland
works by Mozart.
of and daughter Kay were Sunday
Campbell, 35, has been an Elk
lolling Meadows, Illinois and
Mrs. guests of children, Mr. and Mrs.
Voble McGehee of Cicero, Illino
for seven years and was exalted
is, Jerry Bruce.
B-A-BB-N 63
ilso several nieces and
nephews.
Mrs. J. Lawrence McClain un•
derwent surgery in Jackson
the
past week on her eyes for
the removal of cataracts on both
Members af the First Christian
eyes.
She is recovering nicely, whic
h all Church Guild will have their anIn Operation 61 Years
Mrs. Fred Worth, widow of D. friends
are glad to hear. Children nual coffee on Frida
y, October 18.
- red Worth, died at her home on have
been at her bedside.
at the Fulton Electric Syst
Vest Street on October 9 after a
• Large Display •
tm
Mrs. Joe Henderson and son
of kitchen, beginning at 9 a. m.
engthy illness.
• Well Lighted At Night •
Evansville, Ind. were called here,
Funeral services were held on due
Coffee, sandwiches, cake and pie
to the death of her brother• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Dctober 11 in the Whitnel Funeral
will be served throughout the day.
in-law, Horace Henderson.
'Impel, with Rev. Glenn, pasto
The public is cordially invited to
r
Get well wishe3 are extended
to
)2 the Cumberland Presbyterian
stop in for coffee, also for lunch.
Mrs., Mae Byars, who has
Fulton
been
7hurch, officiating. Interment was
J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
hospitalized in Hillview Hospi
tal.
n Fairview Cemetery.
Call
124
Greenfield, Tenn.
She is improved at this
AD 5-2293
writing.
Mrs. Worth was the daughter of
B-A-BB-N 63
'he late J. T. and Susan Miln
er
Little.
The only survivors are a first
cousin, Mrs. Lon Brown, and
a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Ina Pittman, l
oll
1111111 11:11
'3oth of Fulton, and several
1.11 LEAN GROUND FR
EE:SHy
cousins.

Goebel McClure

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

John Joe Campbell Praises
Elks Lodges For Service

H. G. Henderson

Guild Will Have
Coffee October 18

Mrs. Fred Worth

Marlin, Tennessee
UTMB Field House

Sunday, Oct. 27
3 P. M.

11

IN
PERSON

1111111
TREET

1):NY
12 oz.

LIDIDIROD
mid
Raga/ Canadituu,

'The.Sweetest Music
This Side of Heaven'
Reserve Seats .. $3.00
General Adm. .. $2.50
For Tickets Write
Gene Stanford
UTMB - Martin, Tenn.
Enclose stamped envelope

—Sponsored By—
Martin Rotary Club

PUREX

3

Fifteen Make All A's On
Fulton High Honor Roll
The following 15 Fulton High
students made all A's during the
first six weeks of school: Seniors,
Freddie Wells, Lynne Holloway,
Linda Warren; Juniors, Wayman
Hancock, Ken Morgan, Shirley
Bard, Betty Bennett, Nancy Trees;
Sophomores, Leslie Cheatham,
Rodney Foster, Jeannie Hinton,
Sara Jane Poe, Peggy Reams;
Freshmen, Mike Campbell, John
Reed.
Others making the honor roll
were: Seniors, Terry Eteadles, Curtis Hancock, Joel Henderson,
Duane McAlister, Mary DeMyer,
Carol Dunn, Carolinda Hales,
Sally Hall, Jo Ann Haman, Martha
Kaye Hemphill, Judy Hoodenpyle,
Nancy Latta, Kerry Overby, Mary
Virginia Page, Judy Patton, Diana
Roberts and Jane Warren.
Juniors, Andy Batts, Ronnie
Hornra, Stuart Voelpel, Ronnie
Wall, Jerry Wells, Greg Williamson, Terry Willingham, Sylvia
Carden, Phyllis Crocker, Jennifer
Duncan, Jane Edwards, Sally
Pirtle, Helen Worley and Marie
Huddle.
Sophomores, Paul Bates, Loyd
Bone, Lee Engel, Lowell Grooms,
Wayne Lohaus, Roy Rogers, Betty
Beadles, Letha
Yocum, Laura

Quart
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SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed

ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main
Phone 307

OR

awl&

4

•1

TOUCH

and still only $455 PER FIFTH

An
ass
he
fu
01

6 years old • 90 proof
Kentucky Straight
Bourbon Whiskey
IOMEI IT NUM IIU IIST1LLEMES. 111C.•WWII% ULM OMIT.IL
•

1
Ai 11

BIGv 4

FOOD STORES

STEAK Rib Bone In Lb. 89c

39

T.43

TV

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE
THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANirntS

C

HEL
Bank
mail

Try HEAVLN HILL...so
light and delicate to your taste.

BACON Jowl Sliced 3 Lbs. $1.00
FRANKS Swift Prem 12oz. 39c
BOLOGNA Old Fashion Lb. 29c
IIMENIIMIN111111111111111111•11
TOPPY BRAND

BACON

Sliced

PORK STEAK

(1111111:wilf61
(mAEY

Hefley, Judy Lambert, Mary
Elizabeth Mitchell, Judy Olive,
Mary Jo Pawlukiewicz, Carol
Pigue, Sally Williams and Cecel
ia
Wright.
Freshmen, Henry Armstrong,
Ronnie Bennett,
Steve Jones,
Buddy Myers, Randall Roper,
Carbie Lou Bc-'_in and Harriet
Hancock.

•

Greenfield Monument Works

HAIR RAISING SALE
ORLANDO, Fla. — Sales of
wigs at a new salon on opening
lay at the Colonial Plaza Mall hit
13,000 in one day. The owners
:aid sales were made to women
from 9 to 81, with costs ranging
from $79.50 to $500.
The women, in general, chose
vigs in their own color line. Light
)1cmde was the most popular
zhade.

CONCERT

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 17, 196

Lb. 49c
Lb. 49c

ICE CREAM Swift 1-2 Gal. 59c
Coi
l FE
s E Instant 10 oz.Jar $1.19

A
Ern

17, 1963

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 17, 1963

Mary
idy Olive,
icz, Carol
ad Cecelia
Armstrong,
we Jones,
L11 Roper,
cl Harriet

HELP ADVERTISING THE BANANA FESTIVAL: The
City National
Bank in Fulton has made a rubber stamp and now stamps
all outgoing
mail with the imprint (above). Officers already
report interesting
comments from all over the nation.

Man and woman began their married
life in church and according to God's
holy word are joined together. With
the Bible as the basis for the beginning
of a new life together, it seems only
reasonable that a continued study of
God's word would strengthen and serve
as a guide to any,couple. The Bible can
truly serve as a tie that will bind two
together in accord. The church as God's
agency on earth can help you
in Bible study, and with the
guidance of the Holy Spirit
can help you to understand
God's will in your life.

3

Local Doctors
Invited To Heart
Clinic Odober 25
Physicians in the nine counties

at Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,

LS

Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Marhall and McCracken have
been invited to take part in the
one-day consultative and diagnostic heart clinic for medically indigent children to be held in the

.11ed

WHY WAIT?
a

ORDER COAL NOW!

me 307

Graves County Health Department, Mayfield, on Friday, October 25.
The clinic will be conducted by
Dr. Margaret B. Vermilion, director of the Kentucky Children's
Heart Clinic, Children's Hospital,
Louisville.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky
Heart Association and the State
and County Health Departments,
the clinic provides a diagnostic
service for the patient, along with
recommendations for treatment
and management of the case. It
also provides an opportunity for
the referring physician to consult
with the clinician regarding his
patient.
Necessary expenses of the clinic
are being underwritten by the
Kentucky Heart Association as a
Heart Fund service. Clinic personnel, as well as space and equipment, will be provided by the
Graves County Health Department
and the State Health Department.
Only those medically indigent
children who have a written referral from a physician will be admitted to the clinic.

McCann Selected
Football Coach
• Expertly Prepared
• Washed
• Laboratory Tested
• Free Burning
• Easy to Fire
An "honest value" coal that
assures honest-to-goodness
heat. Perfectly sized for
furnace, stove, stoker
ORDER TODAY!

All Kinds and Sizes
on Hand —
Immediate Delivery.

CITY COAL CO.
PHONE 51

"From the FHS Kennel"
Two new coaches have been selected to fill the vacancies resulting from the resignations of
Chester Caddas and Jeff Lester.
Coach Frank McCann, a graduate of UTMB and former assistant coach at Greenwood, South
Carolina, will be the head football coach. He also attended the
University of North Carolina before transferring to Martin where
he played football before graduating in 1962.
Mr. McCann was originally
named assistant coach to replace
Jeff Lester, who resigned to coach
the new Fulton County football
team. After Coach Caddas resignea to coach at Danville, Coach McCann was moved up to head coach
of the Bulldogs, and he will also
teach the health and P. E. Classes.
The school board also selected
Mr. Bobby Ware to be assistant
coach. He was a student from
Murray. Mr. Virgil Yates was appointed to be the bead basketball
coach.
JOIN THE B.:::ANA BUNCH

"And the Lord shall guide thee
continually, and satisfy thy
soul in drought, and make fat
thy bones; and thou shalt be
like a watered garden, and
like a spring of water, whose
waters fail not." Isaiah 58-11.

The Church is God's appointed agency in this world for spreading the knowledg
e of His love
for man and of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbor
. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way
of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so dear will ineviiably perish.
Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support the Church for the
sake of the welfare
of himself and his family. Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
and partkipate in the Church because it tells the truth about mat's life, decth and destiny;
the
trath which alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
@Coleman Adv. Ser., P. 0. Box 20067, Dallas 20, Texas

Looking for Car Accessories?
This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation of the Local

7HE

Ministerial Association and Is

Sponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions

19c

oo

...Repairs?...or Service?
Whatever you need—tires or a tune-up ...battery
... seat-covers... paint job—help is right at your
fingertips when you do your shopping the easy
Yellow Pages way.

.9

HENRY I. SIEGEL,INC.

BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
Everything the farmer needs
207 E.
Fourth
Fulton, Ky.

HICKMAN-FULTON COUNTIES
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP

Let your fingers
do the walking!
Save time ... steps... trouble. For your car needs
—or any products or services you want—be a smart
shopper. Look first in the Yellow Pages. Read the
ads... get the facta ... find it fast..

Fulton, Kentucky

Hoene Cooked Meals - Home Baked Piss
Pit Barbeque - Dorothy Parton

CITY DRUG COMPANY
"Your prescription Drug Store"
Fulton, Ky.
Phones 70 & 428

PURE MILK CO.
At the store or at your door
Phone 813
Fulton, Ky.

CITY NATIONAL BANK

Live Better Electrically
Hickman, Kentucky

Serving this area since 1897
Member FDIC & Federal Reserve System

JACKSON BROS. FUNERAL HOME

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

Members of Ky. Burial Association
Dukedom, Tennessee

WATER VALLEY IMPLEMENT CO.
Your Allis Chalmers & Nlew Holland Dealer
Water Valley, Kentucky
Complements of:

YOUR BEN FRANKLIN &
WESTERN AUTO ASSOC. STORE
Home owned and operated

FULTON BANK
SMART SHOPPERS
LOOK FIRST IN THE

PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
HICKORY LOG

Compliments of:

Butane & Propane Gas Dealer, Fulton, Ky.

9c

lc

"MEN,

AIRLINE GAS CO. of FULTON,INC

19c

9c

TRAVELERS INN RESTAURANT

Dine with us after church in pleasant surroundings
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turner Highway 45E

"Complete Banking Service"
Phone 2 'Fulton, Ky.

JET LANES
110 - 4th St.

Fulton, Hy.

Grocery - Feed & Seed Mill

FALL & FALL INSURANCE

"Ask your Neighbor about our service"
Fulton, Kentucky

DARI CREAM SANDWICH SHOP
Home of good foods & Service
Billy Gilbert
Fulton, Ky.

BARNEY'S DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT
Sandwiches - shakes - Bar-B-Q
Martin IrWilY

ARCHIES LIVESTOCK BARN

Everyday buying, selling, trading Livestock—
Stocker cattle at all times
Union City Iliway

Phone 253

COLONEL C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker - Phone 61
309 Walnut St.
Fulton, Ky.

OK - PARISIAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANERS
"Your Complete Cleaning Institution"
Phone 130
Fulton, Ky.

PARKWAY MANOR NURSING HOME
SW Ky's. Newest, most modern
nursing home - For reservations Call
490 or Write 309 N. Parkway Fulton

PARK TERRACE MOTEL,
RESTAURANT & GIFT SHOP
Recommend us to your friends
Dine with us after church

FULTON COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Phone 447

KILLEBREW'S FLOWERS & GIFTS

We specialize in all types of floral designing. See
us for suggestions on weddings, funeral work and
1Flosn. arrangements.
Gibson greeting cards Phones 53-508

MAC & FAY FLOWER SHOP

Flowers for all occasions FTD Wire Service
Mr. and Mrs J. E. McNatt
Phone 49

JOY LYNN FLOWERS & GIFT SHOP

Flowers for All Occasions, Free Delivery in
this
area - 308 Walnut.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Jobe, Owners

MAYORS—
(Concussed from page one)
formers is too large for one auditorium another one will be on
hand to accommodate the crowds.
Performers will alternate between
the auditoriums with prizes to be

given for winning performances.
An early start by festival officials is obvious to visitors. Hardly a citizen can be found without
his banana festival lapel button
weighed down by a bunch of artificial bananas. Many have donned
straw hats specked with bananas
and some have already frocked

You'll Say they're delicious'

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton. Ky.

IN KENTUCKY

BEER IS A NATURAL
As natural as the wholesome grains and tangy hops from
which it is brewed, beer is Kentucky's traditional beverage of moderation — light, sparkling, delicious.
And naturally, the Brewing Industry is proud of the good
!living it provides for so many folks in Kentucky. Not
only for employees of the Brewing Industry itself, but
also for the farmers and other suppliers of beer's natural
ingredients. In Kentucky, beer belongs — enjoy it.

UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
KENTUCKY DIVISION

themselves in calypso attire.
As the festival vows nearer,
there will be no sudh thing as a
citizen uninterested in bananas.
Anyone observed without proper
banana credentials - lapel button
and banana bunches - will be publicly tried in kangaroo court.
Banana pudding - enough for
10,000 - will be dished out following the three-rile parade.
On November 8 Governors
Frank Clernient of Tennessee and
Bert Combs of Kentucky will join
top officials from Obion and Fulton Counties in a banana shoot.
This unusual skeet shooting contest will be at the two Fulton
bananas
with
football fields
strung along the goal posts as
targets.
A fresh stem of about 200 bananas will be placed each morning
by festival officials on every parking meter in town.
Friday night will be Governor's
and Dignitaries Day. Top officials
from both cities have accepted invitations to attend to referen a
Banana Shoot between the officials of Obion and Fulton Counties. Friday night the preliminaries for the beauty pageant will
be held with the finals to be staged on Saturday night following
the three-mile long parade. Miss
America will appear at the Saturday night pageant and present one
of the talent numbers she rendered
at the beauty pageant in Atlantic
City.
Frank LeMaster, parade marshal
said today that eleven of the MidSouth's finest bands had already
accepted invitations to march in
the Banana Festival parade. Handsome prizes and trophies will be
awarded to the bands and floats
judged by out-of-State judges who
have had long experience in their
chosen fields.
The week-long event will open
with the Lions Club Minstrel
showing on Monday and Tuesday
nights. High ranking dignitaries
will be in attendance at the show
as will Billy Edd Wheeler, who
will be in Fulton for appearances
all during the week.
The international Banana Festival comes to the twin cities because huge numbers of bananas
are shipped into the cities for redistribution all over the United
States. In the past decade more
than five and one-half billion
pounds of bananas have been
handled in the terminals. The National Banana Association has
dubbed the twin cities the "Banana Crossroads of America."

Cub Scout Den 8 met October
14. Refreshments were served by
Dan Thomas, after which the
group visited the fire station and
rode on the fire engine. We really
had a big time and want to thank
Mr. Clinard for taking us for the
ride. Pictures were taken while
we were on the fire truck.
Keeper of the Buckskin
Glenn Perry
STUDENTS DEMAND
FULL-MONTH HOLIDAY
Rangoon, Burma,—More than
1,000 University of Rangoon students demonstrated recently demanding a full months holiday in
October. Spokesmen said students
would "fight for th?..'- rights, regardless of the consequences."
Under the present setup, the university doges for only two weeks
in October.

BANK ROBBERS—

NOTICE
I Have Purchased The

KENTUCKY
DERBY MOTEL
From Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bales
When you need extra room for your house
guests or you want to take extra special care of your
favorite salesmen that call on you - - - just send
them to us and we can do the job.

TOMMY SCEARCE
There's a
mighty good reason.*
13 insist 017
En

Eira m Walkerb

G N
FIFTH $3.75 — PINT $2.35 — /
1
4 PINT ;1.20

*Imported Botanicals ,
make it extra smooth
Tonight, enjoy the crystal-dry
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals — made
according to an old English
formula—by Hiram Walker,
now in its second century of
distilling leadership.
Maned London Dry Gin • 90 Proof • Distilled from MO% American Oral.
Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.. Peoria. Illinois

Mn.Ethel Daniel

CUB SCOUTS

:Continued from Page One)
his arrest.
By coincidence, Hurt was arrested 5 minutes later about 10
blocks away when he was seen
driving a 1952 Cadillac, similar to
one identified as the second getaway car used by the robbers.
State Police said the car driven
by Hurt was registered in the
name of a Nashville man, but the
address seemed to be fictitious.
The Tennessee Bureau of Identification has been trying to locate
the owner of the car, to determine
whether it had been stolen.
Hurt was not carrying any
money on his person at the time
of his arrest — and claimed the
car he was driving belonged to
a man with whom he had hitchhiked a ride.
State Police believed a third
man, still unidentified, may have
been involved in the robbery.
He is believed to have met the
robbers just off KY 307, north of
the KY 94 intersection, where a
1963 model convertible, believed
used in the robbery was found
abandoned late Monday aftei:noon.
State Police Sgt. Ray McCarty,
who was heading the investigation, said it was believed that the
robbers drove north on Highway
45 toward Mayfield after leaving
the bank.
Police roadblocks were hurriedly set up over a wide area
immediately after the robbery
was reported but the bandits had
not been apprehended at 11 p. m.
One of the bandits was described as six feet tall and the other
about five feet-10 inches.
The getaway car is believed to
be one that was stolen from the
Taylor Chevrolet used car lot in
Fulton about noon today.
Dan Taylor, owner of the business, said two men came to the
used car lot and asked salesman
Larry Seay if they might drive
a 1963 Buick convertible around
the block to try it out.
Seay permitted them to do so.
They didn't return.
The car was found abandoned
Tuesday night in a woods off
Highway 307 just north of its intersection with Highway 94.

Mrs. Ethel Daniel, of near Sedalia, died October 14 at the home
of her daughter, Mrs- Lushen
Copeland, after an extended illness.
, She was a member of the
Chtirch of Christ, 7th and College,
in Mayfield, where funeral services were held October 16. Bro.
Flavil H. Nichols officiated. Interment, in charge of Jackson
Brothers of Dukedom, was in
Greenlea Cemetery in Fulton.
Surviving are two sons, C. B.
Irving, Route 1, Mayfield, Wade
Irving of ICirksey and John Irving
of Wingo; a daughter Mrs. Lushen
Copeland, Route 1, Mayfield; two
sisters, Mrs. Flaudie Wheeler of
Fulton and Mrs. Clyde Johnson of
Dukedom; nine grandchildren and
seven great grandchildren.

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

Fulites

7111•INIMMIIMMIS....611111=1111

8.cJ9AM
LIQUORS

Corner 4 & Ky. Aves; Acroas from Puckett Service Station
BUEL ROGERS, General Mgr. Phone 1108 May we serve you?

A complete line of Liquor, Wine, Beer
"IT'S CHEAPER— BUY THE CASE"

NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS

WALKER

I will be at the Fulton City Hall
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18th
9: am to 4 pm
to collect your 1963 State and County taxes.

2

SELECT• • •
a true bourbon
Hiram '‘,%, al ker's

TEN HIGH

WAUan

$1.25
% Phtt
$4.00
Fifth

a

2% Discount if paid before November 1st.
Please -bring your statement with you.

TEM HIGH

One of the fastest-growing
hourbons in tile land
A.2•AR

1.111111.1

a

JOE CAMPBELL
ILL • 86 PROOF

HIRAM ‘';ALK-_-;& S.DY
•
'K,7r7c, '

.

FULTON COUNTY SHERIFF

HEY BOYS 8 THROUGH 11

GET IN ON THE
FUN AND PRIZES
ENTER OUR
ght..

Itib

PUNT, PASS, KICK

•

COMPETITION NOW
Official NFL team warm-up jackets!
Football helmets! Footballs signed by
the champion NFL punters, passers
and kickers of 1962.
You can even win a trip to an NFL game to compete
(and take both Mom and Dad)! Top winners will go on a
"Tour of Champions" (with both parents) to the White
House, to Dearborn, Michigan, and to the 1963 NFL
Championship game to compete for the national PP&K
championship! It's fun! It's free! It's for grade school
boys only. You compete with boys your own age. No body

WIN!

^

contact. Nothing to buy.

PP&K CONTEST TO BE HELD
AT CITY PARK SUNDAY
OCTOBER 20 2:00 P.M.

ElI
all
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You Must Be Accompanied By A Parent Or Legal Guardian.

RUPTURE
IT'S HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD* Trues
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors —
World's Most Comfortable
Truss
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SIGN-UP-AT

Varden NE Goulder Motor Co.
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

PHONE 42
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